CHAPTER THREE
THE BOOK OF GALATIANS: GENTILES ARE
NOT UNDER THE MOSAIC LAW
Since the Reformation, Paul’s view of the law has been a popular theme among theologians.
Luther’s personal struggle with a guilty conscience, exacerbated by the merit oriented system of
indulgence and penance of medieval Roman Catholicism, found relief through the doctrine of “justification by faith” in Paul. His understanding became the established interpretive paradigm for generations of
scholars after him. Recently, however, several scholars have pointed out the error of equating Paul’s
struggle with Luther’s, and the reformation pattern of interpretation has found many challengers
resulting in different approaches to the book. The movement has been away from the paradigm which (1)
emphasized the justification of the individual as the center of Pauline theology and (2) identified his
opponents as merit-oriented Judaizers.1 Replacing the orientation of the individual who agonized over his
relationship with God has been a new appreciation for the historical and corporate questions concerning
the relationship of two peoples, Gentiles and Jews.2 And the old assumption that Judaism was a pedantic
system of works righteousness has come under severe criticism as E. P. Sanders has argued that first
century Judaism clearly recognized the primary importance of God’s grace in the election of Israel.3 This
“paradigm shift”4 has revitalized discussions of Paul, bringing fresh breezes to studies which were stale
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with sixteenth century air. Thus, several new approaches to Pauline theology and the book of Galatians
in particular, have recently developed.
Recent Approaches to the Book
At the center of each of these new attempts to interpret the book of Galatians is the
antithesis between “works” and “faith.” From 2:16 to 4:11 in particular, Paul contrasts e[rga novmou and
pivsti" as mutually exclusive categories. In 2:16 the contrast is first stated in these terms when Paul
says “knowing that a man is not justified ejx e[rgwn novmou but through pivstew" jIhsou' Cristou' , even
we have believed in Christ Jesus that we may be justified ejk pivstew" Cristou' and not ejx e[rgwn
novmou, because ejx e[rgwn novmou shall no flesh be justified.” Throughout chapters two through four
Paul speaks of two categories: one involves Christ, faith, Spirit, righteousness and blessing while the
other involves law, works, flesh, sin and cursing. Each school of thought can be described by how it
handles these two categories and particularly the ter ms e[rga novmou and pivsti".
Human Effort vs. Human Faith
The View of the Reformer
For Luther the contrast between law and gospel was a clear one. In commenting on Gal
2:16 he defines “the work of the law” as “ that which is contrary to grace. ” 5 The “wor ks of the law”
were simply a particular form of “good works” in general and were completely insufficient for
salvation.6 The fundamental distinction for Luther was between law which demanded doing, and faith
which only involved the reception of something from God. The purpose of the law was to bring the
individual to the point of despair in his personal attempts to merit God’s favor thus forcing him to faith
in Christ. 7 In all of this the central concern was the justification of the individual along the “ordo salutis
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In commenting upon Galatians 3:24 he writes,“But the true use of the law is to teach me that I am
brought to the knowledge of my sin, and humbled, that so I may come unto Christ, and may be justified
by faith,” Ibid., 422.

axis” 8 as opposed to the “historia salutis axis” involving the incorporation of Gentiles into the people of
God.
A more recent defense of this basic position has come from Douglas Moo9 who affirms in
the context of Galatians 3 that Paul criticizes “works of the law” not so much because they are “of the
law” but because they ar e “works. ” 10 No one can merit salvation because no one has the ability to “do”
the law. 11 Moo reasons that Paul’s assertion, “as many as are of the works of the Law are under a
curse” (Gal 3:10) is based upon the unexpressed premise of the verse that no one who “relies on the
works of the law” can possibly obey its commandments “in sufficient degree and number so as to gain
merit before God.” 12
An Evaluation
Many recent scholar s have begun to question the traditional wisdom of this paradigm,
however from several perspectives. First, as even Luther noted, the curse of Deuteronomy is not upon
those who “do the law” but upon those who fail to “do” it. 13 The near context of Deuter onomy
involves severe curses for the deliberate transgressor, but the Law of Moses was full of grace and made
ample provision of forgiveness for the penitent. As Hübner has pointed out, the meaning of Deuteron-
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omy 27:26 is not a “ tongue in cheek” challenge to perfection in all points but a summons to basic
covenant loyalty.14 The levitical system of sacrifices provided a gracious means whereby a man, when
he sinned, could attain forgiveness. In fact, observance of the law implied (Lev 4–5; 16–17) the
offering of sacrifices for the atonement of sin, and the temple in Jerusalem “stood as a monument to the
belief that Yahweh was a forgiving God who pardoned his people when they sinned.” 15 Put simply, if
Paul is using the quotation from Moses with its original sense it does not support the traditional
interpretation as espoused by Luther or Moo. 16
E. P. Sander’s criticism is identical to Hübner’s in this regard except that it comes from
the perspective of Judaism rather than the Law per se. His first monograph, Paul and Palestinian
Judaism, r ightly called a “ watershed in pauline studies, ” 17 argues that first century Judaism took
seriously the grace of God in the election of Israel and did not understand Torah as a mass of
regulations which, when kept perfectly, merited favor with God. 18 That is, if Luther was correct and
Paul was speaking of the Jewish people as those who were “of the works of the law” then he either
misunderstood Judaism and/or Old Testament theology.
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Another weakness of this view is its relationship to the introductory chapters of the book.
If in fact Paul’s argument involves the inadequacy of human effort as opposed to human faith, then
chapters 1 and 2 have only a tangential correlation. The account of Paul’s testimony in chapter 1 is not
presented so much as a conversion from human effort to human faith as it is a call to preach the gospel
to the Gentiles. 19 And Peter’s withdrawal from Gentile believers in Antioch is hardly a threat to the
message of justification by faith. Surely Peter was not limiting himself to a Jewish group which thought
justification was merited by perfect observance of the law. On the other hand, Peter’s actions would
threaten a gospel which included Gentiles if his behavior compelled Gentiles to become Jews before he
would fellowship with them. 20 Certainly Stendahl’s emphasis upon the historical situation of the first
century (rather than the sixteenth century) is helpful in making sense of the entire epistle and Barclay is
headed in the r ight direction when he says:
the proper context for understanding Paul’s arguments about works of the law is not on the
generalized level of working for one’s salvation (as opposed to trusting), but in the specific area
of the necessary requirements of Jews and Gentiles in Christ. . . . Paul is less concerned about
theological issues of the sixteenth century (whether the individual is saved by faith alone or by
the co-operation of faith and wor ks) and more concerned with the theological battles of the first
(whether Gentile believers in Chr ist need to live like Jews in doing the works of the law.) 21
A Reformed View and Variation
Some have sought to soften the sharp antithesis which the traditional Lutheran view
constructs between Law and Gospel for var ious reasons. Paul’s attitude toward the law in Galatians is
considered particularly harsh when it is understood that Mosaic Law represents more than commandments and regulations but also the revealed will of God in the Old Testament. Thus, in or der to
vindicate Paul from charges of Marcionism, some have taught that Paul did not speak against the law
per se, but against some aspect of it or some misunderstanding of it. Burton, for example, states that
19
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novmou as used in Galatians 2:16 refer s to “divine law as the legalist defined it.” 22 And fur ther, “By
e[rga novmou Paul means deeds of obedience to formal statutes done in the legalistic spirit, with the
expectation of thereby meriting and securing divine approval and award, such obedience, in other
words, as the legalists rendered to the law of the O. T. as expanded and interpreted by them.” 23 More
recently Cr anfield has attempted to defend this position from a lexical standpoint, cautioning that
the Greek language used by Paul had no word-group to denote ‘legalism’, ‘legalist’, and
‘legalistic’ . . . . In view of this, we should, I think, be ready to reckon with the possibility that
sometimes, when he appears to be disparaging the law, what he really has in mind may be not
the law itself but the misunderstanding and misuse of it for which we have a convenient term. 24
Fuller similarly ar gues that “law” in Galatians 3 refers to “ the sinful way men understood the law”
which significantly reduces the antithesis between “tr ue” law of the Old Testament and the gospel. 25
An Evaluation
This understanding does allow a more positive view of the law as one which encouraged
faith and was based on God’s grace and yet it is subject to several of the criticisms of the previous
view. In r eality it is even less viable than the traditional Lutheran understanding because of the way it
trivializes the cross. According to Galatians 3 the cross work of Christ was necessary to redeem men
from the problem of the wor ks of the law. If the problem was a misuse of the law, then all they really
required was better teaching not substitutionary atonement. 26 If the cross is the solution then the
problem must have been more than incorrect knowledge.
Jewish Exclusivism vs. Human F aith
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Since the work of Sanders has seriously questioned the existence or at least the influence
of a legalistic Judaism 27 a “new per spective on Paul” 28 had to be found. That is, if “wor ks of law” was
not shorthand for the sinful effort of man to merit favor with God, what was it and why did Paul
oppose it? Sanders himself moved the discussion away from the personal struggle of the individual to
the corporate relationships of history by focusing upon the dispensational change brought about by
Christ. What is wrong with the law is neither that it requires petty obedience and “minimization of
important matters” nor is merit-based but “ that it is not worth anything in comparison with being in
Christ.” 29 Arguing fr om solution to plight he r easons that if salvation is in Christ, it simply cannot be in
the law, so that Pauline Christianity and Judaism are “by definition” 30 opposed to each other. He
concludes, “this is what Paul finds wrong in Judaism: it is not Christianity.” 31
Although like many others Dunn has accepted and affir med the work of Sanders’ analysis
of Palestinian Judaism, he has criticized him for failing to more closely apply the results of his work to
the theology of Paul. 32 He builds on Sanders identification of “works of law” as “covenantal
nomism,” 33 further defining it as the “particular observances of the law like circumcision and the food
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laws.” 34 He rightly notes that these observances were distinctly Jewish and served a significant
sociological function to “identify their practitioners as Jewish” in the eyes of contemporary society. 35
They thus served as “badges of covenant membership.” 36 Concentrating on the phr ase “wor ks of law”
in Galatians 2: 16 as a test case he asser ts that the phrase simply means “ covenant works—those
regulations prescr ibed by the law which any good Jew would simply take for granted to describe what a
good Jew did.” 37 Paul’s argument against “works of the law” according to Dunn is founded in the
epochal change brought about in Christ. Since the dawn of the new age in Christ, He, and not Torah,
has become the “ badge” of membership in God’s people. Therefor e, Gentiles who have faith in Christ
must not be excluded from membership in God’s people by their failure to become “covenantal
nomists.” Thus, Paul’s statement in 2:16 may be understood not as a rejection of Judaism (“not by the
works of the Law”) necessarily but as an affirmation of Messiah (“but by faith in Christ”). “ Works of
the law” were never evil and are not even now necessarily inappropriate for the Jewish believer, but
they are no longer the identifying mark of God’s people, particularly for the Gentile who is saved by
his direct participation with Chr ist. 38 Thus, Paul’s objection to “works of the law” is not to the law per
se, but to an understanding of the law which excludes Gentiles fr om participation in Israel’s blessings,
“as a Jewish prerogative and national monopoly.” 39 Dunn then says that the “cur se of the law” (3:13)
falls on all who restrict the grace and promise of God in nationalistic terms, who treat the law as
a boundary to mark the people of God off from the Gentiles, who give a false priority to ritual
markers. The curse of the law here has to do primarily with that attitude which confines the
covenantal promise to Jews as Jews: it falls on those who live within the law in such a way as to
exclude the Gentile as Gentile from the promise.40
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Dunn’s elucidation and application of “covenantal nomism” is helpful and his emphasis
upon the sociological function of the law as a divider between Israel and the nations is surely accurate.
Recognizing that the law had this effect is useful in understanding the meaning of Peter’s withdrawal
from Gentiles in Galatians 2. His assertion that Paul’s problem with the law is more chronological than
ontological also rings true. But Dunn’s understanding strains the meaning of Deuteronomy 27:26. How
could a curse upon “an attitude of Jewish exclusivism toward Gentiles after the coming of the Messiah”
have been either discerned from Deuteronomy or relevant to the wilderness generation of Moses time?
Once again, surely Christ’s redemption was from a problem much more significant than a wrong
attitude, which could have been corrected with better teaching. At this point Räisänen’s criticism is
both familiar and correct when he says, “Dunn thus presents a new version of an old thesis: what Paul
attacks is not the law as such or as a whole, but just the law as viewed in some particular perspective, a
particular attitude to the law, or some specific (mis-)understanding of it. 41
Human Activity vs. D ivine Activity
Two works in particular , George Howard’s Crisis in Galatia and Richard Hays’ The Faith
of Jesus Christ, 42 have broken new ground in studies of Galatians by offering new meaning and
emphasizing the other side of the antithesis, pivsti" jIhsou` Cristou` . They agree that the phrase refers
more likely to a Divine activity rather than the human activity of believing.43 They do differ on certain
finer points of interpr etation, however, and will be discussed under separ ate headings.
Exclusivism of the Law vs. Divine Faith-Act
Howard’s position, in regard to the first phrase of the antithesis “wor ks of the law,” is
similar to Dunn’s with the emphasis upon the exclusive nature of the law which divides Jew from
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Gentile. 44 They differ in that Howard sees the divisive nature of the law not as an incorrect attitude on
the part of some individuals but as an inherent consequence of the law itself. Howard does not
understand “works of the law” or the phrase “under the law” to mean “subject to the specific demands
of the law” but rather in a much broader sense which includes Gentiles as well. 45 To be “under” the
law means to be “suppressed under the law” so that Christ redeemed the wor ld from “the discriminating suppression of the law.” 46
Howard is more convincing and contributes more significantly to the discussion, however,
when he speaks to the other side of the antithesis, namely faith. 47 He under stands pivsti" and its various
constructions (ejk pivstew" Cristou', 2:16; 3:22) to refer not to human faith which is placed in Christ,
but as the faithfulness of Christ or the “ divine faith-act” 48 of Calvary by which God faithfully kept his
promise to redeem the wor ld. “ It is not that the Gentiles would be justified if they had faith, but rather
that God would justify them by faith, that is, by his faith-act toward the promise that all the Gentiles
would be blessed in Abraham. ” 49 Galatians 2:16 would then read “man is not justified by the works of
the law, but thr ough the faith of Jesus Christ (diaV pivstew" jIhsou' Cristou' ) and we believed
(ejpisteuvsamen) on Christ Jesus in order that we might be justified by the faith of Christ (ejk pivstew"
Cristou') and not by the works of the law.”
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Howard’s thesis is attractively stated, making good sense grammatically and theologically,
but the reader is disappointed when looking for specific exegetical demonstration in Howard from the
book of Galatians. His work is important, however, because it moves the discussion of “faith” into a
significantly different arena: from human activity to divine activity.
Human Activity vs. Faithfulness of Jesus Christ
Hays slightly refines Howard’s understanding of the “divine faith-act” to the more specific
“the faith of Jesus Christ” so that the phrase pivsti" jIhsou` Cristou` refers not just to the faithfulness
of God keeping his promises but to “the faithfulness of ‘the one man Jesus Christ’ whose act of
obedient self-giving on the cross became the means by which ‘the promise’ of God was fulfilled.” 50
Throughout the epistle, but particularly in the center (3:1–4:11) “the ar gument of Galatians . . . finds
its coherence in the story of the Messiah who lives by faith.” 51 Thus, people are justified by participating in the “faithfulness of Christ,” as Paul says elsewhere, Chr istians are blessed “in Christ” (Eph 1:9,
12; 2: 6). 52 This phrase does not preclude the necessity or the doctrine of the human act of believing;
rather, it accentuates the object of the Christian’s faith and not the action of faith. Galatians 2: 16 would
still preserve the foundational truth of the r eformation but with a slightly different emphasis, “even we
have believed (human act of believing) in Christ Jesus, that we may be justified by participating in the
faithful life and death of Christ (the object of faith). ” In this understanding Paul’s antithesis of “ works”
and “faith” takes on a new meaning. Accor ding to Hays, “Paul’s pr imary intention is not at all to
juxtapose one type of human activity (‘wor ks’) to another (‘believing-hear ing’) but rather to juxtapose
human activity to God’s activity, as revealed in the ‘proclamation’” of the gospel. 53
Hays’ work represents an advancement over the work of Howard because his work is
more specific, but more importantly because he pr ovides the necessary exegetical support for his
50
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distinguishing mark of the life given to those who live ‘in’ him,” Ibid. , 235.
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thesis. 54 The weakness of both of these works, however, is their handling of the antithetical phrase
“wor ks of law.” Although Howard is surely cor rect to emphasize the divisive nature of the law, his
equation of the “curse” of the law with the “divisive nature” of the law pushes this meaning too far. 55
Although in fairness to Hays (his subject did concern the other side of the antithesis, faith), he simply
assumes that “works of the law” refers to “human activity” with little support for his conclusion.56
An Evaluation
Although the traditional “Lutheran appr oach” to Galatians has been rightly criticized by
recent scholars, and although enlightening historical and exegetical insights have been offered, a
singular satisfying approach to Galatians is still lacking. One senses the feeling that many of the pieces
of the puzzle ar e on the table but have yet to be arranged into a focused pictur e of the book. It is also
clear that in order to establish a coherent meaning for the epistle as a whole, the antithesis between
“works” and “faith” which is so integral to the argument, must be articulated. In addition, proper
emphasis must be given to the historical-redemptive nature of the cross. Jesus did not have to die to put
an end to a misunderstanding of the law and neither did he have to die to free the world from an
“enslaving” dispensation. F inally, any solution must explain how Paul’s answer of Galatians addresses
the historical question of the Gentiles’ relationship to the Law since Messiah.
A Proposed Type of Meaning
An Explanation of the View
An alternative meaning of Galatians which we propose would first of all view the
antithesis between “ works” and “faith” as: an “ identity with Moses” versus an “identity with
Messiah.” 57 That is, Paul’s concern is not with the difference between individual human works or
54
When Lloyd Gaston, who is no stranger to discussions of Paul and the Law, writes “The correctness
of the translation of pistis Isou Christou as ‘the faith or faithfulness of Jesus Christ’ has by now been too
well established to need any further support,” he references the work of Hays as his primary support,
Lloyd Gaston, Paul and Torah (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1987), 12.
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I am indebted to the work of A. B. Caneday, The Curse of the Law and the Cross: Works of the Law
and Faith in Galatians 3:1-14, for this fundamental category. He has carefully demonstrated his thesis
concerning Paul’s argument in Galatians 3:1-14. I have developed his basic argument differently

human faith but with much broader historical categories which have been defined by the coming of
Christ. The ar gument of the book can much more easily be traced according to historia salutis, “the
objective acts of God in salvation history to accomplish humanity’s redemption” rather than the ordo
salutis “the subjective application of redemption in the life history of the individual sinner.” 58 The
historical question posed by the crisis in Galatia may be stated, “Must the Galatians identify with Moses
or with Messiah in order to receive the blessing of Abraham?” That is, “ Must Gentiles become
Jewish?” As Gordon has noted, the Galatian problem is not a matter first of soteriology but rather of
eschatology and ecclesiology. 59 What Paul is battling is not the problem of whether a human can merit
favor with God, but how the epochal shift brought about by the Cross has affected the purposes and
parameters of the divine program. The essence of his thought is that since Messiah has come, Gentiles
who are seeking to participate in Israel’s blessings must no longer seek such status by identification
with Moses, but rather with Messiah. Gentiles are blessed not by the circuitous route of “through
Moses to Abraham, ” but by dir ect participation “ in Messiah.” In short, Gentiles do not need to become
Jewish in order to par ticipate in the blessings of Abraham.
Support for the View
Support for this view will be drawn from the book of Galatians and will be discussed
under the headings of histor ical and exegetical factors.
Historical Factors
As Stendahl first pointed out, the historical situation of the book can not be ignor ed if we
are to understand Paul. Even with his war nings the book is often r ead as a theology of Judaism or as a
Christian critique of Moses. But as Howard has affirmed by the title of his monograph, “Cr isis in

however, for although he has developed a coherent meaning for Paul’s antithesis of “works” and “faith,”
and carefully explained the historical-redemptive lines of Paul’s argument, he has not given sufficient
weight to the place of Gentiles in the argument of the book. Caneday says “Paul does not critique
Judaism per se, but the syncretism of Judaism and Christian faith. What he says concerning the law he
could only say from a Christian [post-Cross] perspective,” 62. I would add that this letter of Paul is not
only written from a Christian perspective, but also specifically for the benefit of Gentile believers.
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Caneday, “The Curse of the Law and the Cross,” 13, n. 5.

Gordon, “The Problem at Galatia,” 40. Sanders is right when he says “ . . . but the argument which
produced the phrase ‘righteoused by faith’ was the basis of Gentile membership in the people of God,”
Paul, 51.

Galatia,” good theology can only come from due consideration of the historical factors of the book. At
least two factors need to be emphasized at this point: the identity of the audience to whom Paul wrote
and the uniqueness of Paul’s gospel.
The audience of Galatians
If Paul’s first missionary journey (Acts 13–14) reflects the founding of the Galatian
churches to which Paul writes, then the membership was probably a mix of Jews, proselytes, “ godfearers” and perhaps “pagan” Gentiles. Unfortunately Paul does not directly identify his readership as
either Jew or Gentile in the book. In 2:15 he certainly uses the first person plural to refer to Jews but
the antecedent is more likely the Jewish believers in Antioch or in general than a portion of the group
at Galatia. If Paul r efers to Jews at other times in the first person plur al (e.g. , 3: 13; 4: 5) then it would
make best sense that his contrasting use of the second per son plural (3: 14; 4: 6) would refer to Gentiles,
implying, of cour se, that his argument is directed to them. 60 More definitive are Paul’s references to the
readership who “want to be under law” and his warnings to them not to be circumcised (4:21; 5: 2).
Those who “want to be under law” are most likely not Jews, but Gentiles who were considering
becoming Jewish, and clearly those who were contemplating circumcision were Gentiles. Finally,
although Paul makes a comparison between the Galatians’ pre-conversion bondage and the bondage
they would incur by taking on the law (4:8-9), his reference to their previous worship of “those which
by nature are no gods,” best fits Gentile idolatry. 61 Thus, although the churches of Galatia probably
included both Jews and Gentiles, the evidence which can be gleaned from the way in which Paul
address his reader ship implies that he is speaking for the benefit of Gentiles. That is, his concern is
with Gentiles who are contemplating becoming Jewish, not Jewish believers who are continuing in
Moses. The outside of the envelope may be addressed to the entire family but the message inside is
focused on cer tain members.
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Cf. Betz, Galatians, 148, and T. L. Donaldson, “The ‘Curse of the Law’ and the Inclusion of the
Gentiles: Galatians 3:13-14,” New Testament Studies 32 (1986): 94-112, esp. 95-99.
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“Das ‘Halten von Tagen, Monaten, Zeiten und Jahren,’ in dem sich dieses Dienen ausdrückt, ist, wie
wir gesehen haben, vermutlich im Blick auf die heidnische Vergangenheit so formuliert und paßte wohl
auch in eine Situation, wie sie damals under dem Einfluß des mittleren Platonismus und Pythagoreismus
offenbar verbreitet war. . . . Anders als Kol 2 spricht ja Gal 4:3, 8 von ihrer früheren, heidnischen Zeit!”
Eduard Schweizer, “Altes und Neues zu den ‘Elementen der Welt in Kol 2:30; Gal 4:3, 9,’” in
Wissenschaft und Kirche, Festschrift für Eduard Lohse, eds., Kurt Aland and Siegfried Meurer
(Bielefeld: Luther-Verlag, 1989), 117.

The uniqueness of Paul’s gospel
Although Paul does not use the phrase “ my gospel” (toV eujaggevliovn mou) in Galatians as
he does in Romans or 2 Timothy, he does frequently refer to “ the gospel which I preach” (1: 8, 11;
2:2, 7, 14; 3:8), contrasting it with the “different” gospel (1:6-9) of his opponents. According to the
traditional interpretation of the book “Paul’s gospel” is synonymous with the doctrine of justification by
faith as opposed to the gospel of “works.” This is particularly problematic, however, when Paul
presents his gospel to the “pillars” in Jerusalem (2:1-10). Surely the doctrine of “justification by faith”
was not new to Peter and James. As Gordon says, “Justification by faith is affirmed in Galatians, but
not as a new, distinctly Christian doctrine . . . . Rather, it is affirmed as a doctrine which is as old as
Abraham. ” 62 Although Paul’s gospel is rooted in faith it is not distinguished thereby from the gospel
preached by Peter , Jesus or Abraham.
As Paul describes the origin of his gospel in Galatians 1 a certain type of vocabular y is
conspicuously absent—the justification terminology. 63 Räisänen finds this particularly curious when, in
his view, Paul attacks Judaism in the central part of the letter by elaborating his message about
justification by faith.64 He concludes based on this evidence that the “gospel” to which Paul r efers in
Galatians 1:11-17 should be understood in “a more limited sense” as simply “the gospel that does not
require circumcision of Gentile converts (nor, by implication, observance of the ‘ritual’ Torah, such as
the food laws).” 65 He theorizes that “Paul’s understanding of the ‘gospel’ evolved from the ‘limited
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Heikki Räisänen, “Paul’s Conversion and the Development of His View of the Law,” New
Testament Studies 33 (1987): 406-7. We have already noted Stendahl’s comments that although the
Damascus road was not doubt Paul’s salvation experience, as it is presented in the text it is better
described as a call rather than conversion. Cf. note number 19 on page 151.
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Ibid., Howard concurs when he says “Paul is not saying that he received nothing at all about the
gospel from any man, for that would place him in conflict with his subsequent statement about being a
persecutor of the church. He rather means that the particular form of the gospel preached by him was not
given to him by other men. As he proceeds, it becomes clear that the particular form of the gospel which
he has in mind is that form which distinguished his preaching from all others, that is, the noncircumcision gospel to the Gentiles. As to the rest of the gospel which was shared in common by all
apostles and evangelists Paul has no reference at all,” Howard, Crisis in Galatia, 34.

sense’ to the fuller sense of justification by faith later in his experience.” 66 Although Räisänen’s theory
is possible, another explanation exists which would contribute to the literary harmony and coherence of
Paul’s argument, namely, that the gospel for which Paul argues in the heart of the epistle (Gal 3–4) is
the same gospel which he describes in the introduction (Gal 1). That is, though Paul’s gospel included
justification by faith, what distinguished it, and what he argues for in the epistle, is that Gentiles are
saved as Gentiles without becoming Jewish. 67
A survey of Paul’s use of the term “ gospel” (eujaggevlion) affirms this understanding. 68
Paul claims that this gospel was not given to him by man but “through a revelation of Jesus Christ
(ajpokaluvyew" jIhsou' Cristou' )” (1:12). Four verses later when Paul describes the Christophany of
the Damascus road he says that God “revealed (ajpokaluvyai) his Son in me” with the singular purpose
that “I might preach Him among the Gentiles” (1: 16). Thus, as Paul speaks of the “ gospel” he r efers to
his unique call to pr each the Messiah to Gentiles. 69 Again, when Paul submits his message to the
“pillars” in Antioch he describes it as “the gospel which I preach among the Gentiles” (2:2) and
contrasts “the gospel to the uncircumcised” (toV eujaggevlion th'" ajkrobustiva") with Peter’s gospel to
“the circumcised” (th'" peritomh'") (2:7-8). Cer tainly the distinction was not between Paul’s gospel of
faith and Peter’s gospel of works but between two gospels of faith with one directed toward Gentiles
and the other Jews. Finally, when Paul speaks of the Old Testament prophecy concerning the
justification of Gentiles (3:8-9) he refers to the “gospel” which was preached to Abraham, quoting
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“The fact that he introduces this [justification] terminology, not in the account of his call but in his
description of the Antiochian incident (2. 16 f.), may contain a historical hint. Perhaps it was in Antioch
around AD 50 that Paul emerged as a preacher of justification by faith, rather than on the Damascus road
in the thirties,” Ibid.
67

Though we would not agree with Schlier’s ultimate conclusions about Paul’s gospel, his method for
understanding it is correct when he says, “Die Erkenntnis, von der Paulus v.16 spricht, richtet sich for
allem auf die Tatsache, daß die Rechtfertigung sich nicht aus den e[rga novmou herleitet, sondern die
pivsti" Cristou~ jIhsou~ zur Vermittlung hat. Es ist die entscheidende Erkenntnis der paulinischen
Botschaft. Aber gerade unser Zusammenhang zeigt, daß sie polemisch orientiert ist an der Überzeugung
der *Ioudai~oi. Daher ist der Begriff e[rga novmou von dieser aus zu verstehen,” Schlier, Galater, 91
(emphasis mine).
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Genesis 12:3 “All the nations shall be blessed in you.” Clearly his definition of “gospel” involves the
inclusion of Gentiles.
In addition to the way Paul uses the term, the narrative incidents which introduce the
theological portion of the book also help sharpen the focus of Paul’s meaning of “gospel.” In the story
of Paul’s visit to Jerusalem (2:1-10) Titus is presented as the test case of Paul’s gospel. Significantly,
the issue does not concern the general validity of the law for that would have required a decision
concerning an eight day old Jewish infant. Rather, Titus, as a believing, adult Gentile is a defining
component of the “gospel” and the “truth of the gospel.” Paul summarizes that he was not “compelled
to be circumcised . . . so that the truth of the gospel might remain with you” (2:3-6).
In the same way, the incident at Antioch can hardly be construed as a stand off between a
gospel of faith and a gospel of works. The scene of two apostles opposed to each other with one
threatening the other with perverting “the truth of the gospel” (2:14) must have been riveting. Was
Peter teaching that a man was saved by works? The only way this could be implied was if Peter
withdrew to a Jewish group who held that a pedantic keeping of the law merited salvation with God.
Although Peter’s actions were in error it strains the imagination to think that Peter could be confused
over such a basic issue. Surely Peter did not temporarily revert to a works-oriented salvation but more
likely communicated by his withdrawal from table fellowship that Gentiles were still “outsiders” to the
community of faith. 70 How would this threaten the truth of the gospel? It does not if the essence of
Paul’s gospel as discussed in Galatians is justification by faith, but it surely does threaten his “gospel to
the Gentiles.” By excluding himself from table fellowship with “unclean” Gentiles Peter “compelled
Gentiles to live like Jews” (2:14) and thus threatened the “truth of a gospel which includes the
Gentiles. ” 71
In summary, what makes Paul’s gospel unique in Galatians is not the doctrine of faith.
Although his good news includes this teaching, this is not the component of the message which is in
danger and for which in turn he so powerfully argues. Paul is not attacking Judaism or the law per se,
or primarily defending the truth of justification by faith. His unique calling is to promote the gospel that
Gentiles are saved in Messiah without becoming Jews.
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Exegetical Factors
Central to the discussion of Galatians, and critical to the support of this view is a careful
definition of the antithesis between “works” and “faith.” It is important to note first of all that Paul
does not merely discuss “wor ks” and “ faith” in the abstract but most often qualifies them with “law”
and “Chr ist” respectively. 72 Of course Paul does not use identical vocabulary for his contrast every
time but his two basic categories remain consistent. 73 In Galatians 2:16 he affirms that justification
comes not ejx e[rgwn novmou but diaV / ejk pivstew" jIhsou' Cristou' . In 3:2, 5 when querying his
audience about the basis for their reception of the Spirit, Paul once again uses ejx e[rgwn novmou but
contrasts it this time with ejx ajkoh'" pivstew". In 3:23 Paul apparently uses a shorthand version of the
antithesis speaking simply of being uJpoV novmon before the coming of thVn pivstin. Because these phrases
are antithetical expressions in Paul, an accurate under standing of their meaning can only be attained in
relationship to each other. Therefore, after each phrase is preliminar ily investigated we will seek to
refine any nuance of meaning by a final comparison of the two together. We will consider first the
phrase which has received most discussion, ejx e[rgwn novmou.
ejx e[rgwn novmou
Paul first uses the phrase ejx e[rgwn novmou in Galatians 2:16, but isolated within the verse
itself it stands as an enigmatic phrase without definition. This is understandable, however, because as
Betz has noted, Paul only summarily articulates his subject in his “ propositio” of 2:15-21. 74 For further
definition of the phrase one must move in two directions: backward, carefully noting how the narratio
(1:12–2:14) illustrates the statement and forward into the argumentation and elaboration of the
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Campbell speaks of the linguistic principle of “paradigmatic relations.” “This simply refers to the
phenomenon of substitutability, when words and phrases that are different at the level of the
signifier—that is, in their appearance or sound—actually function the same way in terms of meaning. . . .
Thus, statements appear to be different, but the meaning remains the same,” D. A. Campbell, “The
Meaning of PISTIS and NOMOS in Paul: A Linguistic and Structural Perspective,” Journal of Biblical
Literature 111 (1992): 92.
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“The propositio is extremely concise and consists largely of dogmatic abbreviations, i.e., very short
formulaic summaries of doctrines. . . . These abbreviations are difficult to translate.” Betz, Galatians, 1425.

“probatio” of 3:1–4: 31. 75 We will move first to the more definitive propositional portion of the letter
(chapters 3–4) and then test this understanding with the narrative introduction.
Theological Definition. The basic grammatical possibilities of “e[rgwn novmou” seem to be:
(1) “works which the law performs” (subjective genitive), (2) “works perfor med in obedience to the
law” (objective genitive), and (3) “wor ks which the law prescribes” (genitive of source). 76 The first
meaning is rejected on logical grounds since the Law does not perform any works at all. The distinction
between the second and third options is that meaning two would involve human effort done in r esponse
to the law’s demands without regard to the worth or success of the effort while meaning three
emphasizes only the demands which the law makes regardless of any human r esponse. In Lohmeyer’s
seminal work he concluded that “ Gesetzeswerke sind eben Werke, die das Gesetz fordert, ” 77
designating a system of service to God, or life under the law. We would agree with his conclusions
concerning grammar:
So bleibt die Art dieses Genetives grammatisch unklar; aber diese Unklar heit ist auch nur ein
Widerschein der sachlichen U nklarheit, die den Begriff des Gesetzes und des Dienstes bedrückt.
An nichts wird dieser Sachverhalt vielleicht klarer als an dem paulinischen Gegenbegrif zu
diesem “Gesetzesdienst”: pivsti" jIhsou' Cristou' . 78
In chapter 3 Paul uses the fuller phrase ejx e[rgwn novmou three times (3: 2, 5, 10). The first
two occurrences are juxtaposed with the phrase ejx ajkoh'" pivstew", with little further to define them.
The third use in 3:10, however, begins a discussion of the plight of those who are ejx e[rgwn novmou,
giving context and definition to the phrase, providing a basis for choosing between the possible
grammatical options.
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Schlier outlines the problem: “Aus der Formulierung e[rga novmou selbst ist der Sinn des Begriffes
nicht ohne weiteres zu erkennen. Sind es Werke, die das Gesetz er füllen, oder Werke, die das Gesetz
fordert, oder endlich Werke, die das Gesetz bewirkt?” Schlier, Galater, 91. The term which Lohmeyer
uses is “Ursprunges. ” He askes the question “Welches is die Art der grammatischen Verbindung
zwischen e[rga novmou? Wenn die Wendung mit ‘Dienst des Gesetzes’ zutreffend übersetzt werden muß,
ist alsdann der Genetiv ein Genetiv der Zugehörigkeit bzw. des Ursprunges?” Ernst Lohmeyer,
“Pr obleme paulinischer Thelogie: II. ‘Gesetzewer ke,’” Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche
Wissenschaft 28 (1929): 206.
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The traditional interpretation of 3:10 even caused Luther some confusion as he admitted
that Paul’s prooftext from Deuteronomy 27 (“Cursed is everyone who does not abide by all things
written in the book of the law to perform them”) actually proved the opposite of his (Paul’s) statement
(“F or as many as are of the wor ks of the law are under a curse” ): the law pr onounced a cur se on those
who failed to do it, not on those who do it. 79 Other questions present themselves upon closer inspection
as well such as who is cursed, Jew alone or Gentile alone or both together?80 Likewise, who is
redeemed from this cur se (3:13) and what is the nature of the curse? Is the law itself the cur se, that is,
does Paul speak of “the cur sed law” 81 or is the “curse of the law” to be found in the obligation to legal
minutiae? The first place to begin the search for the answer to these questions and a more satisfying
meaning to Paul’s thought is in the source of his proof, the text of Deuteronomy 27. 82
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Cf. note number 13 on page 149.
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Mußner asks, and answers the question, “Denkt er bei den Nomosmenschen nur an Juden und evtl.
noch an gesetzestreue Judenchristen oder an alle (unerlösten) Menschen, also auch an die Heiden? Wie
aus dem auch die Heidenchristen miteinschließenden hJma'" in v. 13 hervorgeht, denkt der Apostel nicht
nur an Israel (vgl. auch Röm 2:12-16: den Heiden sind die Forderungen des Gesetzes in ihr Herz
geschrieben!) Nach seiner Überzeugung steht vielmehr die ganze Menschheit wegen ihrer
Übertretungen des Willens Gottes ‘unter einem Fluch’ (vgl. auch Röm 3:19; pa'" oJ kovsmo"),” Franz
Mußner, Der Galaterbrief (Freibur g: Her der, 1974), 224. Gaston considers the curse of the law to fall
only on Gentiles who keep the law, Gaston, “ Paul and the Law in Galatians 2–3,” 45.
81

Schlier comes close to this when he says “Der Fluch des Gesetzes ist der Fluch, den das Gesetz
bringt und in diesem Sinne dann auch selbst ist,” Schlier, Galater, 136.
82
Contra Sanders who argues that Paul chose Deuteronomy 27:26 for his proof text not because of its
original meaning but because it was the only Old Testament reference which combined the words
“curse” and “law.” “Those who know something of modern fundamentalism will understand Paul’s
technique. He was not concerned with the meaning of biblical passages in their own ancient context. He
had in Scripture a vast store of words, and if he could find passages which had the right combination of
words, and stick them together, he scored his point,” Sanders, Paul, 56.

Paul’s quotation of Deuteronomy more closely follows the LXX text which inserts the
word pa'sin (all the commands), which according to Tyson emphasizes the necessity to keep the law
perfectly. 83 Paul’s words can be compared with the possible sources of quotation in the table below.
MT, Deut 27:26

rv#a& rWra*
yr@b=D!-ta# <yq!y`-al)
taZ)h^-hr*wT)h^
<t*wa) twc)u&l^

LXX, Deut 27: 26

Gal 3:10

jEpikatavrato" pa'"
a[nqrwpo" o}" oujk
ejmmevnei ejn pa'si toi'"
lovgoi" tou' novmou
touvtou poih'sai aujtouv".

jEpikatavrato" pa'" o}"
oujk ejmmevnei pa'sin toi'"
gegrammevnoi" ejn tw'/
biblivw/ tou' novmou tou'
poih'sai aujtav.

It is unlikely however that this change of a word would signal a change in theology which is foreign to
the context, which simply calls for covenant faithfulness not perfection. A closer look at Paul’s other
modifications to the verse clue the reader to his point. He also includes the “formulaic expression”
toi'" gegrammevnoi" ejn tw'/ biblivw/ tou' novmou which punctuates the whole of the cursing and blessing
section of Deuteronomy (Deut 28: 58, 61; 29:19, 20, 26; 30:10). 84 In addition the MT uses the word
“all” to describe the necessary loyalty to the totality of the covenant frequently throughout the context
(28:58; 29:29b; 32:46). 85 Finally, the verse which Paul utilizes is actually the final and most
comprehensive86 of the curses in Deuteronomy 27 which calls the nation not to perfection but to
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“the formulaic expression gegrammevna ejn tw'/ biblivw/ tou' novmou touvtou which Paul cites in Gal.
3.10 r uns through Deuter onomy 27–32 like a leitmotif (cf. Deut 28. 58, 61; 29.19, 20, 26; 20.10), ”
James M. Scott, “‘For as Many as are of Works of the Law are under a Curse’ (Gal 3:10),” Paul and
the Scriptures of Israel, Jour nal for the Study of the New Testament Supplement 83 (Sheffield: JSOT
Press, n. d.), 194-95.
84
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Indeed, the covenant cursing and blessing section is demarcated with calls for loyalty to “all” the
words of the law. The first verse (27:1) and the final verses of the section (32:46-47) (and numerous
times in between), God reminds the people to keep all the words of the law. Deuteronomy 27:1 states,
“Then Moses and the elders of Israel charged the people, saying, ‘Keep all the commandments
(hw`x=M!h^-lK*)which I command you today.” Likewise, the emphasis is obvious in 32:46-47, “ ‘Take to
your heart all the wor ds (<yr!b*D+h^-lk) with which I am warning you today, which you shall command
your sons to observe car efully, even all the wor ds of this law (taZ)h^ hr*wT)h^ yr@b=D!-lK* ) . . . and by
this word you shall prolong your days in the land.” “The secret things belong to the LORD our God,
but the things revealed belong to us and to our sons forever, that we may observe all the words
(r@b=D!-lK*) of this law,” (Deut 29:29). Other references not already cited are 27:3, 8; 28:1, 15; 30:2, 8;
31:5, 12; 32:46.
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Scott states that “The twelfth and final curse, which Paul cites in Gal. 3.10, is the most
comprehensive, especially in the Septuagintal wording which amplifies it with a twofold pa'" and thus
makes the curse apply to ‘everyone’ who does not keep ‘all things’ that are written in the book of the
law,” Scott, “Galatians 3:10, ” 195.

covenant fidelity.87 It seems best then to understand Paul’s unique quotation as a conflation of texts
summarizing the responsibility of the nation and the consequences which would come to Israel in the
event of corporate apostasy.
The covenant allows for various degrees of unfaithfulness and promises commensurate
discipline in the form of curses, but the ultimate curse is exile—corporate disenfranchisement from the
land (Cf. 28:32, 36, 37, 41, 48, 63, 64, 68). Deuteronomy 30:1-10 assumes that the nation will be
cursed and exiled from the land but also gives hope for restoration based upon r epentance. The same
cycle of Sin-Exile-Return can be seen in Moses’ final words to the nation in chapters 31–32. 88 Thus the
perspective of the six chapters (27–32) involving covenant sanctions is predominantly corporate,
predicting the punishment of the nation as a whole if gross national apostasy occurs while holding out
the hope of future restoration.
As the history of Israel unfolded the ultimate curse of exile was fulfilled in the destruction
of Jerusalem and deportation of the people to Babylon. Daniel 9:1-10 recor ds the reflections of Daniel
on the seventy year exile of his people which lead him to prayer . As he anticipated the end of the exile
his prayer of repentance is understandable since the covenant offers restoration from the exile based
upon repentance (Deut 30:1-10). His thoughts in 9:11 summarize the theology of the exile in clear
Deuteronomic fashion, “Indeed all Israel has transgressed Thy law . . . so the curse has been poured
out on us, along with the oath which is written in the law of Moses.” Daniel describes the exile of the
nation as “the cur se” which God pour ed out on Israel, according to the covenant of Moses. What is
more, in the ensuing verses (9:11-15) he implies that the nation still stands under the curse of the law
and prays for God to end it. 89 It is in this context that God informs Daniel that in reality “seventy weeks
have been decreed for your people . . . to finish the transgression, to make an end of sin, to make

As Schlier notes, “Endlich is noch festzuhalten, daß die e[rga novmou nach jüdischer Überzeugung
zwar grundsätzlich getan werden können, aber praktisch überwiegen nur bei den “ Gerechten” das
Gesetzeswerk hwxm und das Verdienst twkz . . .” Schlier, Galater, 92.
87
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The pattern of Sin, Exile and Return is labeled “S.E.R.” by Michael Knibb, “The Exile in the
Literature of the Intertestamental Period,” Heythrop Journal 17 (1976): 266.
89

Scott, “Galatians 3:10,” 199.

atonement for iniquity.” Rather than a mere exile of seventy years, the nation is now informed that
another period of seventy “weeks” is necessary. 90 Ackroyd summarizes the r evelation to Daniel:
It is in effect an exile lasting 490 years, and with this we reach an understanding of exile and
restoration which takes us well beyond the consideration of the sixth century. Here the exile is no
longer an historic event to be dated in one period; it is much nearer to being a condition from
which only the final age will bring release. . . . The understanding of the exile is clearly
enlarged far beyond the temporal considerations of seventy years and the precise period covered
by Babylonian captivity in the stricter sense. 91
Daniel 9 sees the curse which God has poured out on Israel as lasting for a much longer time than
seventy years. The exile is in reality a state of judgment from which the nation will not be released
until God intervenes in history with the “inauguration of the eschatological era.” 92
This view of the continuing nature of the exile is confirmed by the postexilic writings of
Ezra and Nehemiah. Their prayers reflect the feeling that in spite of the return to the land they are
under the continuing judgment of God. Ezra wr ites “Since the days of our fathers to this day we have
been in great guilt, and on account of our iniquities we, our kings and our pr iests have been given into
the hand of the kings of the lands, to the sword, to captivity, and to plunder and to open shame, as it is
this day.” (Ezra 9:7). Nehemiah recounts the theological history of the nation including her sin and
exile (9:5-35), concluding:
Behold we are slaves today, and as to the land which Thou didst give to our fathers to eat of its
fruit and its bounty, Behold, we are slaves on it. And its abundant produce is for the kings whom
Thou hast set over us because of our sins; They also rule over our bodies and over our cattle as
they please, so we ar e in great distress” (Nehemiah 9:36-37).
A survey of intertestamental literature yields the same recognition that the curse of
Deuteronomy 27–32 had come upon the people in 586 B.C. for violating the covenant and that the
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condition of desolation would continue until God brought about the restoration promised in
Deuteronomy 30. 93 For example, the lamentation fr om Baruch reads:
And you shall say: The LORD our God is in the right, but there is open shame on us today, on
the people of Judah, on the inhabitants of Jerusalem, . . . because we have sinned before the
LORD . . . . So to this day there have clung to us the calamities and the curse that the LORD
declared through his servant Moses (Baruch 1:15-20, NRSV). 94
Speaking of the exile in Jewish apocalyptic literature Gowan concludes that a general conviction exists
that the return to the land was not the fulfillment of God’s intentions for Israel, so that “the problem of
the exile still remained unsolved.” 95 Knibb concludes his study of intertestamental literature on a similar
note: “ Despite many differences in presentation, the writings that we have been considering seem to
share the view that Israel remains in a state of exile long after the sixth century, and that the exile
would only be brought to an end when God intervened in this world order to establish his rule.” 96
So then if our understanding of the biblical and extra-biblical literature is corr ect, Paul’s
reference to “the cur se” of the law in Galatians 3:10, 13 is not shorthand for “ the cursed law” 97 nor is
it a curse from God which falls on every man for a lack of moral perfection, but rather the specific
Deuteronomic curse which fell on the nation as a whole in 586 B. C. and continued in some sense
throughout the intertestamental per iod. That curse according to Daniel would only find its solution in
the coming of Messiah.
One final defining component of the phrase ejx e[rgwn novmou in 3:10 is found in 3:13. The
mention of the curse in 3:10 finds it solution in Christ’s redemption from the curse of the law discussed
in 3:13. Once again Paul buttresses and explains his statement by quoting a verse from Deuteronomy,
21:23. Our interest in this verse is that the solution to the plight helps define the plight which, in turn,
helps further define the subjects (those “ of the works of the law”) of that plight.
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Paul changes the wording of the LXX slightly, from kekathramevno" (Deut 21:23) to
ejpikatavrato" (“Cur sed is everyone,” Gal 3:13), most likely to match the wording of Galatians 3:10
(ejpikatavrato") and thus connect the two texts of Deuteronomy. That is, Paul is eager to show that
Calvary is the solution to the curse of the law and Paul r eads the law as a cohesive unit.
Paul’s use of the Old Testament in Galatians 3:13 is sometimes used as an example of his
ad hoc use of proof texts because his interest in Deuteronomy 21:23 seems to revolve around the
common theme of curse and “ tree” which is understood as a reference to Calvary. Certainly
Deuteronomy 21:23 was not a prediction of the crucifixion and if that was Paul’s reason for citing it he
clearly assigned a different meaning to the verse. In the context of Deuteronomy 21, hanging upon the
tree was not the method of execution (as the cross was for Christ) and neither was it the cause for the
cursing. Rather, when one was put to death because of a heinous crime and thereby incurred the
judgment and wrath of God he could be hung on a tree as a graphic illustration of God’s curse upon
that individual.
Two passages in particular demonstr ate the practice of hanging corpses upon the tree in
the case of capital crimes, Number s 25, and 2 Samuel 21. The first instance involves the harlotry of
Israel at Baal Peor. The solution offered by God for the problem was to publicly display the executed
victims in order to propitiate God’s wrath: “ and the LORD said to Moses, ‘Take all the chiefs of the
people, and hang them in the sun before the LORD , that the fierce anger of the LORD may turn away
from Israel’” (Num 25:4, RSV). Thus, the execution of the guilty parties and the public display of the
curse of God upon them was the means by which God’s wrath was removed from the nation.
The situation in 2 Samuel 21 was precipitated by a famine in the land, the result predicted
in Deuteronomy for sin. God revealed to David that the cause of the famine was Saul’s execution of
certain Gibeonites in violation of the covenant made with them in the days of Joshua. The solution
demanded by the Gibeonites was the death and public display of seven descendants of Saul, “let seven
men from his sons be given to us, and we will hang them before the LORD in Gibeah of Saul” (2 Sam
21:6). David complied with their request and the seven were “hanged . . . in the mountain before the
LORD ” (21:9) so that “after that God was moved by entreaty for the land” (21:14). Once again, the
death of a guilty party which was cursed by God and publicly displayed bore the wrath that fell upon
the rest of the nation. This seems to be the sense in which Paul understands the quotation from

Deuteronomy 21:23 as he uses it in Galatians 3. Christ has redeemed those under the curse of the law
by “becoming a cur se for us” (genovmeno" uJpeVr hJmw'n katavra). As a substitute who bore the wrath of
God he could remove the curse which rested on the people.
The most likely explanation for why Paul considered “those who were of the works of the
law” to be under a curse was because the Deuter onomic curse for gr oss national infidelity had come
upon the nation. Like Daniel, Paul saw the curse continuing until the time of the Messiah who finished
the transgression and redeemed the nation from it. Thus, if Paul intended that his quotations from
Deuteronomy reflect their original meaning then it is most likely that his discussion in 3:10, 13
concerns primarily the nation of Israel. Though Paul is quick to point out that the atonement of Messiah
had universal implications (3:14), it seems that his interest in these two verses (3:10, 13) is to explain
the relationship between Calvary and the curse of the law which fell upon the covenant people.98 This
brings us back then to the definition of the phrase o{soi ejx e[rgwn novmou. It would appear that the
context defines the phrase in the simplest of terms as identifying the members of the Jewish nation.
These are people who identify themselves as the covenant people by their allegiance to Moses. It is a
simple identification of the Jewish people without pejorative or soteriological overtones. Thus, there is
no basis for the RSV’s translation those who “rely on the works of the law” as though these people
sought to merit salvation99 and even less basis for the translation of “legalist.” 100 And while it is true
that some Jews and even Peter himself, at times, may have emphasized the exclusive nature of
“covenantal nomism” (pace Dunn, Howar d), once again the phrase hardly refers to a misuse or
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misunderstanding of the law. In short, e[rgwn novmou should be understood as a genitive of source with
the sense “deeds commanded by the law” and the phrase o{soi ejx e[rgwn novmou would then refer to
those who find their identity in the law, referring to the Jewish people.101
This would also explain why Paul can move so easily from the phrase ejx e[rgwn novmou to
the simple novmo". 102 The “deeds of the law” are not a moral perver sion of the law or a twisted use of it
but simply the proper response to its demands. Doing the deeds of the law or obeying the law was how
one demonstrated his allegiance to the law. The task left at this point is to see if this understanding
harmonizes with the introduction of the letter and makes good sense as Paul uses it in 2:16 in his
response to Peter at Antioch.103
Narrative Definition. Paul’s first stor y in chapter two utilizes the Gentile believer, Titus,
as a test case and concerns the agreement between the “pillars” and Paul. The recognition which Paul
received in Jerusalem was not simply a recognition of his person but more importantly of his unique
call and ministry. Peter, James and John recognized that Paul’s ministry was unique in that he preached
to the uncircumcised in distinction to the Peter who preached to the circumcised. The nature of the
difference was not one between “legalist” and “ believer” but rather between “Jew” and “ Gentile.”
Likewise the text reads much more naturally if the concern for Titus was not that as a believer he
would have to become a “legalist” who trusted in his deeds for salvation but that as a Gentile he would
have to become Jewish.
The incident in Antioch is even clearer. Peter’s withdrawal fr om table relationships with
Gentiles “compelled Gentiles to live like Jews” (2:14). It is unlikely that in his withdrawal to the
company of Jews alone (2:12) Peter changed his theology from grace to “being saved by perfect
obedience to the law” and that by implication he was forcing Gentiles to obey the law perfectly for
their salvation as well. Peter ’s actions could hardly have been interpreted as a test case for the
distinction between faith and merit but they certainly did draw the line between Jew (those who found
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Although it is difficult to tell where Paul’s actual words to Peter end and his answer to the Galatians
or propositio begins, it is clear that literarily at least, 2:16 answers the Antioch situation.

their identity in Moses) and Gentile.104 Thus, Peter did not force Gentiles to be legalists but he did
“compel” them to “live like Jews” (2:14) in obedience to Moses. This is why Paul’s reference to
“works of law” in 2:16 fits so naturally with the context and the historical situation. The question
raised by Peter’s actions (2:11-14) was whether one had to be Jewish to be saved and the designation of
those who are “ of the works of the law” (3: 10, 13) is that of a Jew. Paul does not argue against Peter’s
Jewishness per se, but simply that being Jewish is not enough. He claims that even Jews (by definition,
those who keep the law, 2: 15) recognize that being Jewish will not save one (“a man is not justified by
the works of the Law,” 2: 16) which is precisely why every Jew must put his faith in Messiah (“even
we have believed in Christ Jesus, ” 2: 16).
In summary, then, although our definition of “works of the law” must be preliminary at
this point until the full antithesis between “works” and “ faith” has been explored, we have at this point
defined “ works of the law” as a genitive of source, meaning “ deeds required by the Law” and “those
who are of” (o{soi ejx) these works are simply those who observe the law, otherwise referred to as
“Jews by nature” (fuvsei jIoudai'oi, 2: 15).
ejk pivstew" Cristou'
The second side of the “works—faith” antithesis as Paul first states it in 2: 16 is ejk
pivstew" Cristou' . Although Paul referr ed to the first part of the contrast in a fairly consistent manner
as either “works of the law” or simply “law, ” his references involving “ faith” ar e not so consistent,
requiring more analysis. Below is a sampling of the ways in which Paul utilizes the word pivsti" in
Galatians 2–3.
2:16
2:20
3:2, 5
3:7
3:12
3:22
3:23

104

a man is justified diaV / ejk pivstew" Cristou'
Paul lives ejn pivstei th'/ tou' uiJou' tou' qeou'
reception of the Spirit comes ejx ajkoh'" pivstew"
the sons of Abraham are oiJ ejk pivstew"
the law is not ejk pivstew"
the promise is given ejk pivstew" jIhsou' Cristou'
before the coming of thVn pivstin

Gordon, “The Problem at Galatia,” 35. “How does this threaten the truth of the gospel? It does not,
if the essence of Paul’s gospel is justification by faith. It does threaten a ‘gospel to the Gentiles,’ a
‘gospel to the uncircumcised’ (2:2, 7).”

The fullest expression which Paul uses involves the “diaV / ejk pivstew" Cristou' ” (2:16, 20; 3:2226)105 which we will investigate first, followed by the “ejx ajkoh'" pivstew"” (3:2, 5), and “oiJ ejk
pivstew"” (3: 6-9).
pivstew" jIhsou' Cristou' ; 2:16-20; 3:22-26. The traditional understanding of this phrase
has been “human faith in Chr ist.” 106 Burton considered this meaning “too clear to be questioned”107 and
Cranfield calls suggestions to the contrary to be “altogether unconvincing.” 108 In reality, however, the
basic syntactical options of this phrase are two: the objective genitive (human faith placed in Christ)
and the subjective genitive (the faith or faithfulness of Christ himself). More recently the choice of the
subjective genitive has gained a number of adherents who likewise boldly defend it. 109 Gaston asserts
that the corr ectness of this phrase as “‘the faith or faithfulness of Jesus Christ’ has by now been too
well established to need any further suppor t.” 110 Unfortunately the issue is not as easily decided as
either side would make it out to be.
Excluding the phrases under discussion which refer to Christ, Howard has analyzed
twenty-four instances of the genitive with twenty-one referring to the faith of Christians, two to the
faith of Abraham (Rom 4:12, 16), and one to the faithfulness of God (Rom 3:3). 111 He concludes that in
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every instance where pivsti" is followed by a proper noun or pronoun in the genitive that it is always
subjective.112 While not conclusive this argument does suggest the subjective genitive option.
A more telling piece of evidence from a grammatical standpoint is the similarity between
the usages in Galatians and those concerning Abraham in Romans. In Romans 4:12 Paul discusses not
“faith placed in Abraham” (objective genitive) but “the faith of Abraham” (subjective genitive, th'"
pivstew" tou' patroV" hJmw'n jAbraavm ) which is a model for believers. F our verses later Paul speaks of
those who have the faith of Abraham with the phrase, ejk pivstew" jAbraavm (those who are “of the faith
of Abraham”) which is identical to the phrase in question in Galatians 2:16 and 3:22, ejk pivstew"
Cristou' (that we may be justified “by the faith of Christ”). Thus precedent can be found in pauline
literature for understanding the phrase and combinations of the phrase as a subjective genitive.
One possible reason why some are reluctant to understand the phrase as a subjective
genitive is because it seems to threaten the reformation tr uth of justification by the act of believing in
Christ. It is also taught that the more ambiguous phrase in 2:16, i{na dikaiwqw'men ejk pivstew"
Cristou' (in order that we may be justified by “the faith of Christ” / “ our faith in Christ”) should be
interpreted by the clear phrase hJmei'" eij" CristoVn I* hsou'n ejpisteuvsamen (we have believed in
Christ). 113 In this way, however , Paul’s statement in both 2:16 and in 3:22 becomes tautological, “we
have believed in Christ Jesus in order that we might be justified by believing in Christ” (2: 16) and “that
the promise by believing in Christ might be given to those who believe” (3:22). 114 If however the
subjective genitive reading is adopted no “ reformation tr uth” is lost since in both verses Paul clear ly
emphasizes the place of the human act of believing, with the aor ist ejpisteuvsamen followed by the
object eij" CristoVn jIhsou'n in 2:16, and the same can be said in 3:22 of the substantival participle
toi'" pisteuvousin (without the object specified). More importantly, what is gained is a balanced
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Der Gen. Cristou~ jIhsou~ is gen. obj., was im Zusammenhang durch das ejpisteuvsamen eij"
CristoVn *Ihsou'n in v.16b und sonst durch Mk 11:22, Col 2:18, 2 Thess 2:13 sichergestellt wird,”
Schlier, Galater, 92-93. Cf. also Ronald K. Y. Fung, The Epistle to the Galatians in The New
International Commentary on the New Testament, ed. F. F. Bruce (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988),
114-15.
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This argument is suggestive though not definitive because as Hooker points out, “Paul is perfectly
capable of using redundant phrases,” Hooker, “pisti" Cristou,” 329.

emphasis upon not only the human act of believing but also upon the object of that belief, the
faithfulness of Jesus Christ. 115 Longenecker argues:
Paul uses pivsti" *Ihsou' Cristou' in his writings to signal the basis for the Christian gospel: that
its objective basis is the perfect response of obedience that Jesus rendered to God the Father,
both actively in his life and passively in his death. Thus in three places by the use of pivsti"
*Ihsou' Cristou' Paul balances out nicely the objective basis for Christian faith (‘the
faith/faithfulness of Jesus Christ’) and mankind’s necessary subjective response (‘by faith’): Rom
3:22 . . . Gal 3:22 . . . Phil 3:9. 116

Hooker states “But to take pivsti" Cristou' as a reference to Christ’s own faith/faithfulness is in
fact in no way to neglect the faith of the believer; and to take it of the believer’s faith in Christ may
emphasize that faith at the expense of stating what Christ has done,” Ibid., 322.
115
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Richard N. Longenecker, Galatians, Word Biblical Commentary 41 (Dallas: Word Books, 1990),
87. Cf. also his article “The Obedience of Christ,” Reconciliation and Hope (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1974), 142-52, in which he discusses the theology of the obedience and faithfulness of Jesus. Arguing
that the Hebrew ’emunah meant both “faithfulness” and “faith” he says that “it is therefore likely that in
certain instances in his letters the phrase pivstew" jIhsou` Cristou` should be understood as ‘the
faithfulness of Jesus Christ”, the God-man. And if this be true, it means that Paul thought of the
believer’s justification, righteousness and access before God as based upon Christ’s perfect obedience
during his earthly life . . . as well has his sacrifice on the cross,” Ibid. , 146.
Cf. also Hays who argues “ It is in fact arguable that Paul’s entire discussion makes much better
sense if he is interpreted as presupposing that Jesus Christ, like Abraham, is justified ejk pivstew" and
that we, as a consequence, are justified in him (cf. Gal 2:17, dikaiwqh`nai ejn Cristw/' ), as a result of
his faith(fullness).
This kind of representative-chr istology is clearly present elsewhere in the NT, especially in
Hebrews, which depicts Jesus as toVn th'" pivstew" ajrchgoVn kaiV teleiwthVn jIhsou'n (Heb 12:2).
Likewise, Eph 3:11-12 (a very interesting text for our present purposes speaks of ‘Christ Jesus our
Lord, ejn w|/ e[comen thVn parrhsivan kaiV prosagwghVn ejn pepoiqhvsei diaV th'" pivstew" aujtou' .’ The
RSV translates diaV th'" pivstew" aujtou' as ‘through our faith in him.’ Surely, however, this is a very
strained translation; the more natural rendering would be ‘through his faith(fullness), and the meaning
would be that we who are ‘in’ Christ Jesus have access to God as a result of Christ’s faithful execution
of God’s eternal purpose (provqesi"). Chr ist is here, as in Hebrews, portrayed as the ajrchgov", the
representative figur e in whom the drama of salvation is enacted, in whose destiny the destiny of all is
carried. ” Hays, “The Faith of Jesus Christ,” 165-66.
And also “If Paul can speak so compellingly in Rom 5:19 of the soteriological consequences of
Christ’s ujpakohv, there is no a priori r eason to deny that Paul could intend the expression pivsti" jIhsou`
Cristou` to refer to Christ’s soteriologically efficacious faith(fullness),” Ibid. , 167.

Thus it may be that the “faithfulness of Christ” (pivsti" *Ihsou' Cristou, 2: 16; 3: 22) is a specific
example of the “faithfulness of God” (thVn pivstin tou' qeou', Rom 3:3) 117 and that by it Paul points
repeatedly to Calvary as the faithful fulfillment of the promise of redemption.
Having said all this, the case in 3:22-26 carries more definitive contextual clues about the
phrase. Twice in 3:23 Paul uses pivsti", both times with the article. He first speaks of the time “before
the coming of (the) faith (thVn pivstin)” and then of “being shut up to the faith which was about to be
revealed (thVn mevllousan pivstin ajpokalufqh'nai).” The article objectifies faith in both phrases
pointing the reader to the “faith” just mentioned in 3: 22 which is ejk pivstew" jIhsou' . 118 That is, Paul’s
grammar indicates that his references to “faith” (thVn pivstin) and to “the faith to be revealed” (3:23)
are shorthand for the fuller expression in the context of “ ejk pivstew" jIhsou' Cristou' ” (3: 22). 119 It
would be unusual to speak of faith as “an individual act of believing” as either “coming” or “ being
revealed, ” for Paul has already argued that faith is as old as Abraham, 120 but both would be appropriate
if Paul were speaking of the “faithfulness of Jesus Christ.” World history can be easily and
appropr iately divided by speaking of the time befor e the coming of Christ and the time afterwar ds.
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the demonstration of God’s righteousness is an emphasis, if not the main point, of the context as seen in
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mentioned in the context (e.g. , 3: 22). It is simply to warn that “human faith in Christ” is often
overemphasized to the detriment of the concept of the “ faithfulness of Christ.”
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Likewise, the faithfulness of Christ was preeminently revealed at Calvary. Similarly, in 3:23 Paul
argues that before faith came we were kept under the law, so that the reader expects him to say in the
next verse that the law leads us to faith. Instead, of faith however, Paul substitutes Christ because in the
context he has defined thVn pivstin more completely as the “faith of Christ. ” In 3: 25 he smoothly
switches back again from Christ to faith: “now that faith has come, we ar e no longer under a tutor. ” It
appears then, that Paul’s subject in this section is not human belief but the historical category or
dispensation which has been ushered in by the appearance of the Messiah.
Certainly Jesus’ “coming” which includes his death caused an epochal change in history.
Many scholars agree that the “faith” of 3:23 does not refer to human believing but to a more objective
historical event. Betz argues that pivsti" in 3:23 “describes the occurr ence of a historical phenomenon,
not the act of believing of an individual.” 121 The question is in what sense does Paul use the term
“faith” here. Is he thinking in the category of the individual believer’s experience or in the category of
redemption history? Bornkamm insists that Paul’s thought in chapters 3–6 is fundamentally
heilsgeschichtlich and apocalyptic. When speaking of the “revelation” in 3:23 he says:
It means . . . as it does already in Jewish apocalypticism, a freshly commencing, aeon-changing,
eschatological act of God, in the sense of an objective event not brought about by men. The word
pivsti" requires to be understood in this way in our passage — not as a human attitude or a
concern of the individual, but as the ‘principle of salvation’ (H. Schlier) opposed to the novmo",
made possible and set in force by God and announced to the world as a whole.122
Martyn also notes the major epochal contrasts of Galatians and contends that they are fundamental to
Paul’s thinking throughout the book. He says that “the cr ucial issue of the entire letter [is]: What time
is it? . . . It is the time after the apocalypse of the faith of Chr ist . . . . ” 123 In chapters three and four in
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Betz, Galatians, 176, n. 120. W. D. Davies sought to warn against this kind of reading of Paul when
he wrote, “Thus the opposition of the Law to grace which has marked so much of Protestantism,
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(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974), 95-97.
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particular Paul contrasts two major periods of history. This emphasis may be seen in a series of
temporal and telic clauses: 124
3:19
3:22
3:23
3:23
3:24
3:25
4:2
4:3

oJ nov m o" . . . prosetev q h
su nevk lei se n h J gr af hV
uJ p oV novm on ej f rourouv m eqa
sugkleiov m enoi
oJ nov m o" paidagwgoV " hJ m w'n gev g onen
ouj k ev t i uJp oV paidagwgov n ej s men
uJ p oV ej p itrov p ou" ej s tiV n kaiV oijk onov mou"
uJ p oV taV stoicei'a tou' kov s mou
h[ m eqa dedoulwmevn oi

a[ c ri" ou| e[l qh/ toV spevr ma w| / ej p hvg geltai
i{na hJ e jpa gg eli va e jk p ivst ew " jIh so u' C ris tou ' do qh '/
ProV tou' deV ejlqei' n thVn piv s tin
eij " thV n mev l lousan pivs tin ajp okalufqh'n ai
eij" Cr ist ovn
ej l qouvs h" deV th'" piv s tew"
a[ c ri th' " p roqes miv a " tou ' patrov " .
o{ t e deV h\l qen toV plhv r wma tou' crov n ou,
ej x apev s teilen oJ qeoV " toV n uiJ onV auj tou'

The law characterized one fundamental time category and Christ characterizes another. Paul peppers
his sentences with time indicators which emphasize the shift from one aeon to another: “The law was
given until the coming of the seed;” “we wer e held under the law before the coming of faith;” “we are
no longer under a pedagogue; ” “ under guardians and managers until the time set;” and “while we were
children. ” Thus it can be seen that the fundamental categor ies of Paul’s thought in these two chapters is
upon the epochal time shift which has occurred with the coming of Christ. In Paul’s recital of
redemption history the r ole of the Law was clearly temporar y until the time of Messiah. And Burton is
correct when he says in reference to verse 24 that “the reference [is not] to the individual experience
under law as bringing men individually to faith in Chr ist. For the context makes it clear that the apostle
is speaking, rather, of the historic succession of one period of revelation upon another and the
displacement of the law by Christ. ” 125 Thus, in Paul’s writing in this chapter he defines pivstew" jIhsou'
Cristou' as “the faithfulness of Christ (abbreviating his reference to it as merely thVn pivstin) in
accomplishing r edemption and the new age which it has intr oduced. ” As Bornkamm says:
. . . the train of thought in Gal. 3–6 . . . is concerned with salvation-history and eschatology:
God has made an end of the old aeon, in which all men were held captive under the law and the
world powers in which all men were held captive under the law and the wor ld powers (stoixei`a
tou` kovsmou) and has led us, by the sending of his Son, to the promised freedom of the sons of
God. 126
Paul’s final reference to faith in chapter three comes in verse twenty-six where he begins
to draw this phase of his argument to a close. He states: “Pavnte" gaVr uiJoiV qeou' ejste diaV th'"
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This tabulation is adapted from Caneday, “The Curse of the Law and the Cross,” 194.
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Burton, Galatians, 200.
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Günther Bornkamm, “The Revelation of Christ to Paul on the Damascus Road,” 95.

pivstew" ejn Cristw'/ jIhsou' ,” which the NIV translates, “You ar e all sons of God through faith in
Christ Jesus.” This reading would emphasize human faith in Chr ist as the means of sonship, which is a
viable option. Another option is grammatically possible, however, which also has broader contextual
support. That option is to understand diaV th'" pivstew", and ejn Cristw'/ jIhsou as two separate phrases
which modify of the main sentence “You are all sons of God.” 127 The NRSV accordingly translates the
verse “for in Christ Jesus you are all children of God through faith.” Several contextual clues support
this separation of the phrases. First, precedent can be found in Pauline literature for separ ating the two
phrases. In Romans 3:25 where a very similar construction occurs, diaV pivstew" ejn tw'/ aujtou'
ai{mati, 128 the phrase “through faith” is almost certainly to be separated from “in his blood,” thus
avoiding the “awkwardness of a second modal clause.” 129 Second, the articular reference to faith as
th'" pivstew" is not unfamiliar in the context and can stand alone as an independent phrase, as Paul has
used the same construction in 3:23 and 3:25 to refer back to “ the faith of Christ” in 3:22. 130 More

Schlier notes, “Das ejn Cristw'/ jIhsou gehört nicht zu diaV th'" pivstew". Paulus redet auch sonst
nie von einer pivsti" ejn Cristw~/ jIhsou~ im Sinne eines Glaubens an Christus Jesus, sondern von
pivsti" Cristou~ jIhsou~ . . .” Schlier, Galater, 171. Betz states “It is Christ as the ‘Son of God’ who
makes adoption as ‘sons’ available through the gift of the Spirit. Two formulae state the conditions for
this adoption: ‘through the faith’ (diaV th'" pivstew") and through incorpor ation in the ‘body of Christ, ’
i.e. , ‘in Christ Jesus,” Betz, Galatians, 186 (emphasis mine). He also says in reference to 3:26 that
“The statement is very concise and includes a number of theological formulae which must be
recognized and then related to their respective contexts.” Ibid., 185.
127

Manuscripts B, C3, Dc, K, P, Y, 33, 81 and several others include the article in the phrase, diaV
th'" pivstew", which would only serve to objectify the phrase further, giving more support for
interpreting it as a separate phrase. It would also make an even closer parallel to Galatians 3:26.
128
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Fung, Galatians, 171.

Schlier understands the construction with sensitivity to both the the preceding and succeeding
context, “Auf ihr liegt im Zusammenhang kein besonderer Ton, wie Hofmann meint, sondern diaV th~"
pivstew" nimmt nur das ejlqouvsh" th'" pivstew" von 3:25 auf (Sieffert). Deshalb is nicht der
Glaubensvollzug gemeint, sondern der eben er wähnte Glaube, der gekommen ist. Nur dieses
Verständnis entspricht auch dem Zusammenhang, der etwa so zu verdeutlichen ist: ‘Nachdem aber der
Glaube gekommen ist, stehen wir nicht mehr unter dem Paidagogos. Denn ihr alle seid Söhne Gottes.
Das hat der eben erwähnte Glaube vermittelt. Ihr seid es aber in Christus Jesus,’” Schlier, Galater,
171. Campbell asserts that in these verses (3:22, 24, and 26) “the phrase ejk pivstew" alternates initially
with the substantive thVn pivstin. But in v. 26, after five of these previous references to pivsti" (two
with ejk—and also one participle construction using pisteuvw), Paul continues: pavnte" gaVr uiJoiV Qeou`
ejste diaV th`" . . . . This genitive diav phrase must evoke the previous string of pivsti" expressions, to
which it stands as the linguistic equivalent of a capstone. To argue otherwise simply asks too much of
Paul’s readership, ” Campbell, “ The Meaning of PISTIS and NOMOS in Paul,” 95.
Burton also argues for the separation of the two phrases from a grammatical standpoint, “ That ejn
Cristw'/ jIhsou' does not limit pivstew" is evident because Paul rar ely employs ejn after pivsti" . . . and
in this letter always uses the genitive (216, 20 322) . . . . ” He then argues that th'" pivstew" stands

importantly, Paul’s discussion in the succeeding verses (3:27-28) uses the phrase “in Chr ist” to
emphasize the sphere of the believer’s existence rather than the object of the believer’s faith. 131 In 3:27
he states that “all of you were baptized into Christ” (eij" CristoVn ejbaptivsqhte) and in 3:28 “you are
all one in Christ Jesus” (uJmei'" ei|" ejste ejn Cristw'/ jIhsou' ). This phrase “ in Christ” is typical Pauline
theology by which he emphasizes the believer’s sphere of existence.132 The Chr istian is saved because
he participates in the saving work of Chr ist which is best described as being “in Him. ” 133 So Paul’s
point may be better summarized that Chr istians are “all one” because they ar e first of all “in Chr ist,”
and thus being “in Christ” they participate in “the faithfulness of Christ,” sharing the promise of
righteousness.
This understanding gives consistency to Paul’s thought in the section of 3:22-28. The
“faithfulness of Jesus Christ” (3:22) expressed at Calvary has “come” (3:23) and “been revealed”
(3:23). The Law was a tutor until Christ came (3:24) but now that this “faithfulness” (3:24) has come
we are no longer under the law (3:25). Thus, all believer s are sons of God because they are “ in Christ”
(3:26) and participate in the “faithfulness of Christ” (3:26).
ajkoh'" pivstew" 3:2, 5. Paul contrasts the familiar and more static phrase e[rgwn novmou
twice with ajkoh'" pivstew", which is simply another way in which Paul expresses “the leading
“without limitation” and should most likely be taken as a “reference to the faith of the Galatians
meaning ‘your faith’; cf. 2 Cor . I 24.” He fails to note, however that the refer ence in 2 Cor inthians also
includes the possessive pronoun uJmw'n th'" pivstew", wher eas Galatians 3:26 does not. Thus, it would
seem that the simplest understanding of th'" pivstew" would be a reference to the faith of which Paul
has been speaking in the previous four ver ses.
As Burton argues, “unless Paul shifts his thought of the meaning of ejn after he has used it before
Cristw'/ *Ihsou' , it has here its metaphorical spatial sense, marking Christ as one in whom the believers
live, with whom they are in fellowship, Burton, Galatians, 202-3. Lightfoot agrees that ejn Cristw'/
jIhsou' “must be separated from” diaV th'" pivstew". The words ejn Cristw'/ jIhsou' “are thrown to the
end of the sentence so as to form in a manner a distinct proposition, on which the Apostle enlarges in
the following ver ses: ‘You ar e sons by your union with, your existence in Christ Jesus, ’” J. B.
Lightfoot, The Epistle of St. Paul to the Galatians (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1970), 149.
131

Albrecht Oepke, “ejn,” in Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, ed. G. Kittel (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977), 2:542, or as Burton notes, “to have his standing; in this context to become
objects of the divine favour, sons of God, as he is the Son of God,” Burton, Galatians, 203.
132

133

“The phrase ‘in Christ’ (and its cognates) is a favorite with Paul to signal the personal, local, and
dynamic relation of the believer to Christ. . . . The ‘in Christ’ phraseology in its various forms appears a
total of 164 times in the Pauline writings apart from the Pastorals,” Longenecker, Galatians, 152. Hooker
argues that “in Galatians, Paul’s concern is to show that the blessing came to the Gentiles by their
incorporation in Christ,” Hooker,“pisti" Cristou,” 327.

antithesis of the whole epistle.” 134 Although, this is probably true, the question remains, what is Paul’s
nuance as expressed in this unique construction, ajkoh'" pivstew"? The grammatical possibilities are at
least four depending upon whether each word is taken in an active or passive sense. 135 A*kohv in the
active sense would mean “sense” or “ organ of hearing” and in the passive sense would mean “‘report’
which is heard.” 136 Pivsti" could mean “believing” in the active sense, or in the passive sense “what is
believed” or “message, proclamation” or in this case “the gospel. ” 137 According to traditional models,
Tyson argues that it should be understood as the “believing act of hearing.” 138 Longenecker and Fung
interpret ajkohv passively and pivsti" actively yielding “believing what was heard.” 139 Hays and Betz
prefer the passive sense of both words with the resulting “proclamation of the faith” 140 or “r eport of the
gospel message.” 141 One notable distinction between these various options is that the last one (both
senses being passive) “unavoidably shifts the emphasis from the hearing to the preaching of the
message.” 142 That is, the emphasis would be not so much the act of hearing as what is heard.
Since none of these possibilities enjoy a grammatical advantage, context must make the
choice. Clearly, whatever Paul means by ajkoh'" pivstew", he contrasts it with “works of law.” If our
conclusions of the latter phrase are correct then Paul’s antithesis is not between “working” and
“believing” but between “identifying with Moses” versus something different. It would seem that the
best understanding of ajkoh'" pivstew" as an antithetical counterpart to e[rgwn novmou would be the
passive sense of both words as “the gospel message” or “the pr oclamation of the faith.” In this way
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Pivsti" has other meanings, such as “reliability, pr oof, pledge” but none of these seem to make
sense in the context of Galatians 3:2, 5. Cf. BAG, s. v. “ Pivsti".”
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Paul’s contrast would be “Did God grant the Spirit through identification with Moses or through
preaching of the gospel?” As Hays cautions “This would not, of course, preclude a concern for human
receptivity to the message; it would simply mean that the point of the contrast would be located
differently . . . . ” 143 That is the contrast would be not between working and believing but between
Moses and Messiah. This would also harmonize well with Paul’s statement in 3:1 concerning the public
portrayal of the crucifixion of Christ in which Paul stresses the content of the gospel message without
an emphasis upon the human act of faith. While this understanding of the phrase ajkoh'" pivstew" does
not discount the other interpr etive options, it is a viable grammatical possibility and is compatible with
the context.
oiJ ejk pivstew" 3:6-9. One final facet of Paul’s antithesis is the phrase oiJ ejk pivstew",
used only twice by Paul in Galatians (3:7, 9). While the corresponding phrase o{soi ejx e[rgwn novmou
does not occur in 3:6-9 it is clear that Paul’s discussion in 3:10ff. about those who are ejx e[rgwn
novmou, once again provides the contr ast to this phrase which concer ns pivsti".
The thought of 3:6-9 is introduced by the comparative kaqwV" which links the discussion of
3:1-5 with 3:6-9. The essence of the link is normally considered to be between those who exercise faith
(ejx ajkoh'" pivstew", 3: 2, 5) and Abraham who believed (ejpivsteusen, 3: 6) God. 144 In this
understanding Paul argues that the Galatians received the blessing of the Spirit because of their faith in
the same way Abraham was justified because of his faith. In this way Abraham serves as the paradigm
of faith in whose footsteps Paul’s readers should follow. Thus in 3:7, 9 the phrase oiJ ejk pivstew" is
understood as “ those who exercise faith” along with Abraham the believer (3: 9). 145 Several have
argued lately however that Galatians 3 has been too much influenced by Romans 4. Donaldson remarks
that “What interests Paul about Abraham in Gal 3 is not the paradigmatic structure of his faith, but the
143

Hays, The Faith of Jesus Christ, 148.

Mußner notes, “Der Anschluß an das Vorausgehende ist begrifflich durch das Verbum pisteuvein
gegeben (v. 5 schloß mit dem Genitiv pivstew"); es verbindet aber auch Sache nach die Galater mit
Abraham. . . . Diese Ver bindung deutet der Apostel knapp an mit der Ver gleichspartikel kaqwv", die
hier elliptisch gebraucht wird. Der Gedankengang ist der: Es Verhält sich mit eurer Heilssituation ‘wie’
bei Abraham: ‘er glaubte Gott . . .’” Mußner, Der Galaterbrief, 213.
144

Longenecker states in reference to verse eight, “The central phrase of the verse, ejk pivstew", being
parallel with ejk pivstew" of v 7, certainly refers to the human response of trust and commitment ‘by
faith,’” Longenecker, Galatians, 115.
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fact that it is ‘in him’ . . . or ‘in his seed’ . . . that the Gentiles are to be blessed . . . .” 146 Hays argues
similarly that the route which Paul traces from the Galatians to Abraham does not go through faith but
through Chr ist, i. e., the “par ticipationist soteriology” which is “ the presupposition for Paul’s
argumentation all along.” 147 These writers see a different argument in 3:6-9 and therefore assign a
different nuance to “oiJ ejk pivstew".”
Thus, in or der to understand the meaning of the phr ase we must investigate Paul’s argumentation in
3:6-9.
Longenecker and others assume that Paul’s comparison between Abraham’s faith (3:6) and
the Galatians faith (3:2-5) is based upon the verb in 3:6, ejpivsteusen, and the under standing of the
phrase in 3:2, 5, ejx ajkoh'" pivstew" as “hearing with faith” or an equivalent expression emphasizing
the human response of faith. As was argued previously however, those who are ejx ajkoh'" pivstew" are
not those who exercise faith as opposed to those who work but those who are identified with “the
report of the gospel” or “ the faithfulness preached.” While it is true that these have believed, the
antithesis set up in 3:1-5 is between those identified with Moses and those identified with the preaching
of the gospel. Furthermor e, as we hope to demonstrate shortly, Paul does not emphasize the argument
of faith in 3:6-9; his argument takes a different route.
If Paul’s comparison of 3:6 does not concern human faith, then what does it concern? The
critical question which he asked in 3:1-5, upon which he was willing to rest his entire case (tou'to
movnon), was “ Did you receive the Spirit by identification with Moses or with the gospel message?” The
correct answer of course was that they received the Spirit by identifying with the gospel message. This
would imply that Paul’s comparison with Abraham should concern what God granted to him and what
he believed rather than his personal response. If this is the case, it may well be that the word which
Paul intends to emphasize in 3:6 may be “reckoned” (ejlogivsqh) rather than “believed”
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T. L. Donaldson, “The ‘Curse of the Law’ and the Inclusion of the Gentiles: Galatians 3:13-14,”
New Testament Studies 32 (1986): 101. He continues, “Abraham is not a timeless model of faith that
anyone—Jew or Gentile—can emulate; he is a representative figure, who initiates a process of salvation,
characterized by faith, that ultimately is fulfilled for a group which Paul designates oiJ ejk pivstew". . . .
The key terms in vv. 6-9 are ejn soiv (v. 8) and oiJ ejk pivstew" (vv. 6, 9), [sic] and these depend for
their meaning on Paul’s whole argument in 2.15 f. ; 3. 16, 22-29. ” Ibid.
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Hays, The Faith of Jesus Christ, 232. Hays refers to the explicit statements of 3:26-28 and several
other “in Christ” references for example in 2:17, 20; 3:8, 14a.

(ejpivsteusen). 148 Thus God’s reckoning of righteousness to Abraham would correspond to his
“pr oviding (ejpicorhgw'n) the Spirit and working (ejnergw'n) miracles” among the Galatians (3:2, 5). 149
Though exactly what Abraham believed is unexpr essed in 3:6, the context of Genesis 15:4-6 clearly
involves the promise of an heir. When Abraham received this promise God’s gift was given to him.
That this promise underlies Paul’s thinking is clear because of the reference in the next ver se (3:7) to
the “sons of Abraham” and his reference to the “seed” of Abraham developed in 3:16ff. More
importantly, however, Paul directly clarifies the message which Abraham received in 3:8 as “the
gospel preached beforehand” adding force to the suggestion that the focus of the comparison between
the Galatians and Abraham is that both (1) received a message of promise (“message of the gospel” and
“pr omise of offspring”) and (2) in turn were granted the blessing from God (the Spirit and
justification). 150 In this way Paul’s emphasis is not so much upon the response of Abraham as it is the
promise which he received.
If this point is correct then it would reinforce Hay’s point that Paul’s route to Abraham is
through Christ and not through faith. If the statement in 3:29 summarizes his point (and it would seem
that it does) then Paul’s strategy is to show that “if you belong to Christ, then you ar e Abraham’s
offspring” rather than “ if you have faith like Abraham you are his seed. ” Bruce also notes that Paul’s
logic in Galatians 3 differs from Romans 4 that Abraham was justified by believing before his
circumcision because it would not have effectively answered the crisis in Galatia. He says the Galatians
“might well have answered that they were justified by faith while they were uncircumcised, as
Abraham was; that they proposed to accept circumcision after being justified by faith, as Abraham did;
and that for them, as for Abraham, circumcision would be a seal of the justification by faith which they
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Once again, this is not to imply that Abraham’s faith is not important to Paul for he mentions
Abraham the believer in 3:9. It is to affirm, however, that Paul’s emphasis is upon the message which
Abraham received rather than his response to the message.
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had received in their uncircumcised state.” 151 This may well be why Paul argues for the super iority
(3:1-9) and prior ity152 (3:15-18) of “ promise” to “law. ”
This then leads to Paul’s preliminary conclusion (a[ra) in 3:7 that “oiJ ejk pivstew", ou|toi
uiJoiv eijsin jAbraavm.” Normally the phrase oiJ ejk pivstew" is interpreted accor ding to the emphasis in
3:6 upon Abraham’s believing (ejpivsteusen) as “those who believe.” 153 If however Paul does not key
his thoughts from Abraham’s response, but rather from the promise he received then perhaps the
phrase should be understood differ ently. In r eality the best option to interpret the phrase is to
understand it as a shortened version of the phrase Paul has just used in 3:5, ejx ajkoh'" pivstew", so that
it means “those who are of the faithfulness” or “ those who are of the gospel” of Messiah. This is likely
because the concept of pivsti" was introduced and defined before the r eference to Abraham in 3:6. It
has already been argued that Paul can use the noun without genitival qualifiers to refer to the fuller
expression ejk pivstew" jIhsou' Cristou' (3:22-26) because he has already qualified them, not only in
3:2, 5 but also in 2:16. 154 Thus, Paul’s phrase in 3:7, 9 should understood as a natural extension of his
antithesis between those who would identify with Moses or those who would identify with the gospel
message. This harmonizes with Paul’s strategy already discussed, in Galatians 3 that “those who are of
the faithfulness (i.e. , of Christ) are the sons of Abraham (3: 7, 29). 155
This understanding is reinfor ced by an investigation of Paul’s argument in 3:8, 9. It is
difficult to see how the quotation from Genesis 12:3 supports Paul’s argument if his point is the
necessity of faith. The passage speaks of Gentiles and their blessing but nowher e does it refer to their
justification by faith. If, however, Paul’s point is that Gentiles are justified by their identification with
the gospel message rather than their identity with Moses, the quotation fits nicely. First, it more closely
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whole argument in 2. 15 f. ; 3. 16, 22-29,” Donaldson, “Galatians 3: 13-14,” 101 (emphasis mine).

correlates the message which the Galatians received (the gospel) with the message which Abraham
received (the gospel preached beforehand) and thus clarifies the basic comparison (kaqwV", 3: 6) with
which Paul began the section. 156 Second, the quotation does not mention Abraham’s faith but does
emphasize the promise of blessing which was given to him.
In reality the text of the Paul’s quotation differs slightly from Genesis 12:3. Betz suggests
that Paul conflates several texts including Genesis 12:3; 18:18; 22:18; 26: 4; 28:14. 157 The following
table compar es Paul’s quotation in Galatians 3:8 with the possible sour ces. 158
Gal 3:8

jEneuloghqhvsontai ejn soiV pavnta taV e[qnh

Gen 12:3
Gen 18:18
Gen 22:18
Gen 26:4
Gen 28:14

jEneuloghqhvsontai ejn soiV pa'sai aiJ fulaiV th'" gh'"
jEneuloghqhvsontai ejn aujtw'/ pavnta taV e[qnh th'" gh'"
jEneuloghqhvsontai ejn tw'/ spevrmativ sou pavnta taV e[qnh th'" gh'"
jEneuloghqhvsontai ejn tw'/ spevrmativ sou pavnta taV e[qnh th'" gh'"
jEneuloghqhvsontai ejn soiV pa'sai aiJ fulaiV th'" gh'", kaiV ejn tw'/ spevrmativ sou.

It appears that Paul does conflate a number of texts of Genesis, but it is clear that they are all very
similar and either rephrase or slightly clarify the original promise given to Abraham in Genesis 12:3.
Still the correlation between Paul’s statement “ that God would justify the Gentiles ejk pivstew"” and
Paul’s quotation is hard to see if his emphasis is upon Abraham’s faith. The correspondence could be
charted as follows:
Promise

Means

3:7a

God would justify Gentiles

ejk pivstew"

3:7b

All nations blessed

in you

While the correlation between the promises of “justification of Gentiles” and “all nations being
blessed” is easy to see Burton is confused regarding the relationship between the two designated means
“ejk pivstew"” and “ in you.” He concedes that “the apostle has missed the meaning of the Hebrew . . .
. H e doubtless takes ejn in its causal, basal sense, meaning ‘on the basis of what he is or has done,’ and
interprets it as having reference to his faith.” 159 Burton is forced to this conclusion, of course, because
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he sees the focus of Paul’s argument on Abraham’s faith and attempts to understand Paul’s statement
and quotation from that standpoint. 160 As he admits, however , the idea of Abr aham’s faith was not a
part of the or iginal text of Genesis 12 or those which sprang from it. The promise was unconditional
regardless of Abraham’s response. The tabulation of the texts from the Genesis account point in a
different direction. They indicate that God’s promise of blessing for the nations was to be found “in
you,” but more specifically in tw'/ spevrmativ sou (Gen 22:18; 26:4). Paul clarifies this point just a few
verses later in 3: 16 when he says the promises were given to Abr aham kaiV tw'/ spevrmativ sou, o{"
ejstin Cristov" . 161 It would seem then that gospel preached beforehand to Abr aham was that in him, or
more specifically, in his seed which is Christ, all the nations of the ear th would be blessed. This
understanding does not prove Paul’s point in 3:8 if his point concerns the human response of faith, but
if by oiJ ejk pivstew" Paul refers to those who have received the “message of faithfulness” (3:2, 5) and
those who have been justified “through the faithfulness of Christ” (2: 16), who ar e therefore “ in him”
(2:17), then Paul’s quotation corresponds in ever y respect to his point. Thus, it makes good sense if ejn
soiV refers not to some “ quality ‘in Abraham, ’ but to his descendant, i. e., Christ. ” 162 Paul’s opponents
taught that Abrahamic sonship came ejn nomw'/ but he argues that it comes “in Christ” just as he has
phrased the argument before (2:16-20), as he summarizes it now (3:9) and will again (3:26-29).
Conclusions. The second side of the “works—faith” antithesis is described by Paul in a
variety of ways. His first mention of the concept in 2:16 involves the fullest expression when he says
no one is saved through the works of the law but “ diaV pivstew" jIhsou' Cristou' .” He uses the same
phrase again in 3:22 with a slight change from diaV to ejk in 2:16b and 3:22 saying we are justified “ejk
pivstew" jIhsou' ” and the promise comes “ejk pivstew" jIhsou' Cristou' ,” respectively. It was
determined that the phrase is pr obably best translated as the “faithfulness of Jesus Chr ist,” referr ing to
his faithful fulfillment of God’s pr omise of atonement as the object of human faith. To paraphrase

Fung takes ejn soiV “in its instrumental sense, as ‘by means of you’” refer ring to Abraham’s
“believing response to God’s promise,” Galatians, 139. But this argues against the unconditional nature
of the promise which is a major component of meaning in the original context of Genesis 12.
160
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Paul’s thought of 2:16, “we have believed (human response) in Christ that we may be justified by the
“faithfulness of Jesus Christ (object of faith). ” This view was confirmed by Paul’s use of the phrase in
the section of 3:22-26 in which he begins the discussion with the fuller phrase “ejk pivstew" jIhsou'
Cristou'” and then r efers back to it several times with the abbreviation of pivsti" with the article in
3:23, 25 and 26. Thus, Paul can refer to the fuller expression of “the faithfulness of Jesus Christ” by
the simple reference to pivsti" because he has defined the term in context (2:16; 3:22). The discussion
of 3:22-26 explains the temporary place of the law in the history of redemption as Paul speaks in a
broad historical categor y rather than a category of individual human belief. “We wer e locked up until
the revelation of thVn mevllousan pivstin” (3:23), and “ ejlqouvsh" deV th'" pivstew" we are no longer
under a pedagogue” (3:25). Once again the objective coming and revealing of the “faithfulness of
Christ” on Calvar y fits the context better than a reference to the individual human response of faith.
The second means of expressing the “faith” side of the antithesis was thr ough the phrase
ejx ajkoh'" pivstew", found in 3:2, 5. Since the grammar will allow nearly any combination of the
words, two contextual factors were considered decisive: the relationship of the phrase to the antithetical
expression ejx e[rgwn novmou and the subject of the section as described by Paul in 3: 1. Since the phrase
ejx e[rgwn novmou is best seen as a description of those who identify with Moses the best contrast would
be those who identify with the faithfulness of Christ, with the translation “the proclamation of [the]
faith,” 163 or “faithfulness preached.” In this way the phrase is a compact reference to Paul’s fuller
description of Calvary in 3:1, “ Jesus Christ was publicly portrayed as crucified.” Paul’s antithesis here,
then would be the same as expressed in 2:16-20, namely, between law and Christ. His question upon
which he is willing to hang his whole argument (tou'to movnon, 3: 2) is “Did you r eceive the Spirit
through the law or the “ message of Christ. ”
The final description of the “faith” side of the antithesis is found in the even more
abbreviated phrase oiJ ejk pivstew", found in 3:7, 9. While no reference to the law is found within 3:69, the refer ence to oiJ ejk pivstew" is clearly preparatory for and antithetical to o{soi ejx e[rgwn novmou in
3:10. While the phrase is normally defined in light of the alleged emphasis upon Abraham’s faith, it
was determined that Paul’s focus in the passage was not upon the faith of Abraham but upon the
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message he received which Paul descr ibes as “the gospel” (3:8). It was suggested that a more likely
contextual clue for the understanding of ejk pivstew" was the fuller phrase of ejx ajkoh'" pivstew" found
in 3:1-5. In this way Paul is saying that those who are “of the faithfulness” or “of the faithfulness of
Christ” are sons of Abraham (3: 8, 9, 14, 26-29).
Conclusion
Having explored the meaning of both sides of the antithesis separately it is necessary now
to compare those meanings in order to arr ive at a carefully refined antithesis between e[rgwn novmou and
pivstew" jIhsou' Cristou' . We concluded that e[rgwn novmou was not a pejorative term referring to a
misguided effort at human achievement but rather a simple designation of “deeds commanded by the
law.” Thus, those who were “ejx the works of the law” were those who found their identity in Moses
by obedience to the covenant. In contrast, pivstew" jIhsou' Cristou was found to refer not to human
faith in Christ but to “the faithfulness of Jesus Christ” in providing the promised atonement for
mankind. Those who were “ejk this faithfulness” were those who found their identity in Christ and his
work on Calvar y. Thus, the essence of the contr ast between the two terms was not found to reside in
human doing versus human believing but between identity with Moses and identity with Christ. So that
the contrast between law and gospel was not so much between human effort and faith as it was between
two separate economies in God’s progr am. This emphasis upon the historical sequence of God’s
dealings with man was emphasized and confirmed in Paul’s discussion of redemption history in 3:2226. He speaks of being under the law as a temporary time under a pedagogue which is brought to a
close by the faithfulness and now that the faithfulness has come we are no longer under a tutor (3:2325). Thus, in Paul’s discussion, to be “of the works of the law” is not only to be identified with Moses
but to be identified with a distinct period of history which has been superseded by “the faith.” In turn,
“the faith” then is not simply “ the faithfulness of Jesus Christ” on Calvar y but also the new epoch
which it has introduced.
Conclusion
We have sought to demonstrate that the theology of law which Paul articulates in Galatians
can only be understood as the answer to the specific, historical situation of the Galatian believers.
While it is most likely true that the Galatian churches were composed of a Jewish/Gentile mix of

people, Paul’s argument is clearly directed toward those Gentiles who have been tempted to secure
Abrahamic blessing in the Law. He counters this false notion by demonstrating that Gentiles are blessed
with Abraham’s blessings not by being “in the law” but by being “in the seed of Abraham.” Since that
seed has now come, Gentiles are blessed directly in him. God has fulfilled the promises to Abraham by
means of Calvary. Simply stated, if Gentiles are in Chr ist then they are sons of Abraham. Paul’s
argument against the law, then in this book is not so much ontological as it is chronological. 164 The role
of the law in redemption history has been fulfilled and the promised seed has come in which Gentiles
are blessed. For Gentiles to seek the blessings of Abraham in law is to deny that the basis of their
sonship is in Chr ist, and thus they “ fall from gr ace” (5:5). This message may be summarized then as:
The inclusion of Gentiles
in the blessings of Abraham
is accomplished by their incorporation
in Christ rather than
in Law.
What remains at this point is to demonstrate this type of meaning in a synthetic overview of the book.
Synthetic Overview
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the viability of the proposed message
statement by means of an overview. Because of the limitations of this study a detailed exegesis of the
book is not possible. In addition much of the necessary exegesis has already taken place in the analysis
of Paul’s major “works—faith” antithesis. The overview will be approached through the means of an
analysis which reflects in its major points that of H. Betz. While not subscribing to every dimension of
his argument we do recognize and appreciate the validity of his claim to a unified rhetoric.165
Epistolary Prescript 1:1-5
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Although this epistle differs from Paul’s other writings in that he fails to thank God for his
readers, it is similar in the fact that he immediately announces his subject. In 1:4 he first mentions the
sacrifice of Christ on Calvary for our sins which is the central point of his argument. Paul recognizes
that this present age is still evil, but as he explains himself later, this age is very different from the one
which was before Christ. It is significant that early in the introduction Paul mentions the Cross and the
age in which he lives but says nothing about the necessity of human faith in the Cross.
The Introduction (Exordium) 1:6-11
In this introductory section in which Paul bypasses his normal gr eeting in order to get to
the important issue at hand, he immediately identifies a critical contrast between the gospel of Chr ist
and a different gospel (1:6-9). Paul does not describe the “other” gospel here but warns that those who
propose it will be under the curse. Although it is possible that Paul refers to human responses he
nowhere in the context gives a clue that he is speaking of a contrast between human faith and works.
Rather it appears that he is rather referring to two different messages which can be received. One
message is the “good news of Chr ist” (toV eujaggevlion tou' Cristou' , 1: 7) and the other is a “gospel”
which leads to cursing much like the Law (3:10). If Paul’s elaboration in the rest of the epistle is an
elaboration of this introduction then we would expect him to speak of messages which are received
rather than responses which are made.
The Statement of Facts (Narratio) 1:12–2:14
True to rhetorical form, Paul next narrates historical facts which are critical to his
argument. The pur pose of this section is to introduce the subject matter on which he wishes to be
judged. 166 Paul, thus retells three stories which support his case: his own personal history and call, the
decision about Titus, and the conflict with Peter at Antioch.
Paul’s Personal Experience 1:12-24
Paul’s basic statement is that his gospel did not come from man but “through a revelation
of Jesus Christ, ” (ajpokaluvyew" jIhsou' Cristou' , 1: 12). That Jesus was not simply the source but also
the subject of the revelation which Paul received is made clear from 1:16 where Paul says God called
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him in order “ to reveal (ajpokaluvyai) His Son in me.” Thus, Paul defines the essence of his gospel as
the message about Christ. Paul’s gospel is “His son. ” But once again 1:16 helps clarify the unique
nature of “ Paul’s gospel” as one which was from the beginning dir ected toward Gentiles (i{na
eujaggelivzwmai aujtoVn ejn toi'" e[qnesin).
This important fact (narratio) which supports his case (probatio, 3: 1–4:31) is presented in
the literary sense not as a conver sion but as a call. 167 Thus, Paul’s own story is used not so much as a
paradigm of individual justification (for no justification terminology is used), but as a paradigm of the
change in aeons. 168 His encounter with the risen Christ has moved him from a Judaism without Christ
(1:14) to “the faith which he once tried to destroy” (1:23). Paul’s gospel is rooted in his recognition of
who Jesus is and the necessity to revealing of Him to the Gentiles.
One final emphasis in this section is the relative obscurity which surrounded Paul’s call.
The summary statement is that upon the reception of his call he “ did not immediately consult with flesh
and blood,” (1:16). This is clarified by the shortness of his stay with Peter (only fifteen days) and the
purpose of his visit, to lear n from him (iJstorh'sai). It is often affirmed that Paul’s point here is to
establish his independence from the apostles—a point which is contradicted by Paul’s words that he
learned from Peter. Rather, it would seem that Paul is discussing the relative obscurity of his unique
call (gospel) to the Gentiles. The direction of information was from Peter to Paul rather than the other
way. 169 The same was true of the churches of Judea which heard “only . . . ‘He who once persecuted
us is now preaching the faith which he once tried to destroy,” (1:23). Thus, Paul’s gospel and call are
legitimate and true, though others may not have been aware of them. 170
The Example of Titus 2:1-10
The example of Titus advances Paul’s argument by giving tangible definition to his
heretofore abstract “gospel to the Gentiles.” Titus is the quintessential test case for Paul’s gospel
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because he is an adult, male, believing Gentile. He thus embodies the critical question at hand: must
Gentiles become Jews? 171 When the decision is made that he should not have to be circumcised Paul
rejoices that “the truth of the gospel” might remain with his audience. Nowhere in the story does Paul
hint that the real subject was a question between human merit and divine grace; rather, the issue is the
historical question of Gentiles taking on the yoke of the law. The final decision which is reached and
confirmed by the pillars is that Paul’s apostleship to the Gentiles is legitimate and appropriate (2: 8-9).
The Conflict at Antioch 2:11-14
The story at Antioch advances Paul’s introduction to its strategic goal as it provides
another test case which further defines the issue, but more impor tantly, fur nishes Paul the opportunity
to perfectly articulate the issue. This is in keeping with the pattern of rhetoric which Betz has
identified.
The majority rule says that the narratio should “end wher e the issue to be determined begins. ” It
cannot be accidental that at the end of the narratio in Gal 2:14, when Paul formulates the
dilemma which Cephas is in, this dilemma is identical with the issue the Galatians themselves
have to decide: “why do you compel the Gentiles to Judaize?”172
The focus of the problem then lay not with Peter’s hypocritical behavior per se, but with the
implications which it held for Gentiles. 173 That is, the problem was that Peter’s behavior forced Gentiles
“to live like Jews.” To interpret Paul’s phrase as “to live like legalists” understanding “legalists” as
those who sought to merit God’s favor by adherence to ritual is to force far too much fr om the term “
jIoudai?zw.” First, the term simply means “to live as a Jew, according to Jewish customs. ” 174 Second,
the story defines the problem and the term
as a simple conflict of Jewish and Gentile identity. Peter or iginally enjoyed table fellowship with
Gentiles implying that they were equals and then afterwards excluded himself from them implying that
they would only be equals if they became Jewish through circumcision (2: 12). Peter did not force his
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Even grammatically as Paul states the problem his concern is not so much with Peter’s behavior
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fellow Gentile believers to become “mer it-oriented legalists” but he did force them to become Jews,
and thus denied the truth of Paul’s gospel that Messiah should be preached among Gentiles (not
proselytes!) who are fellow heirs (equals) with Jews. 175
The Proposition (Propositio) 2:15-21
The purpose of the propositio is to sum up the narratio’s material content and to set up the
arguments to be discussed later in the probatio (chapters 3 and 4). 176 This section does just that as it
serves one hand to answer the problem in Antioch, setting out Paul’s argument in summary form, and
thus prepares the way for his fuller exposition of the argument in 3:1–4:31. Paul articulates the two
“gospels” her e in summary form which he only mentioned in his introduction.
Paul acknowledges the distinction between Jew and Gentile in 2:15-16; Jews possess and
obey the Law while Gentiles do not. This advantage, however, does not lead to acceptance with God.
That only comes through the One who is completely acceptable to God, Jesus Christ. Thus, even Jews
find justification not in the observance of the Law but by personal faith in the faithfulness of Chr ist
(2:16). Thus, Paul’s and Peter’s acceptance comes “ in Christ” (dikaiwqh'nai ejn Cristw'/ , 2: 17). The
problem comes when it is realized, however, that they are not alone “ in Christ, ” for Gentiles find their
blessing in the same place, making Jew and Gentile “one in Christ” (3:28). Thus when Peter was
properly expressing his acceptance “ in Christ” at the table with others who were “ in Christ, ” cer tain
Jews objected that Christ was causing Peter to sin by exposing himself to Gentile uncleanness (2:17).
Paul’s response is that the real transgression in this matter is to rebuild the barrier of the law between
Jew and Gentile which are “in Chr ist” (2:18). Paul has found within the law itself (Genesis 12:3, et al.)
175
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divine reason to no longer live with the law as his basis of identity (which excludes Gentiles from
acceptance) in order to live to God (2:19). A new basis for Paul’s identity has been found in Messiah.
A new age has dawned which has superseded the age of Moses and only in identification with the
crucifixion of Christ does Paul live. As he participates in Christ’s death he is accepted as righteous and
this is the source of blessing for all others as well (2:20). Thus, righteousness does not come through
the Law but through participation in the substitutionary atonement of Christ’s death (2:21). Blessing is
found in Christ, not in law.
The Proofs (Probatio) 3:1–4:31
The center portion of the epistle is not distinct in subject, only in form. In this section Paul
begins to unpack his argument and support his basic thesis which was introduced and ar ticulated in
summary form in chapters 1–2. 177
Although Paul’s ar gument may appear convoluted at times, he consistently ar gues a
singular theme. Particularly in chapter 3 Paul argues that his readers have already attained the blessings
of Abraham by virtue of being in Christ. In 3:1-5 he refers to the past event of their reception of “the
Spirit.” The Spirit is further defined as “the promise Spirit” and the “blessing of Abraham” in 3:14 and
finally states that his readers are indeed Abraham’s offspring because they are in Christ in 3:29.
The Means of Blessing (the Gospel: Argument from Experience) 3:1-5
Paul’s proof here is not to prove that his readership is saved because they believe, but
rather to wor k backwards from the pr oof to the cause of their salvation. The reception of the Spirit
(3:2), is powerful proof of their salvation and Paul is willing to stake his whole argument (tou'to
movnon, 3: 2) on how they received salvation. He questions “Was the best evidence of salvation (the
Spirit) received because of your identification with Moses expressed through obedience to the Law or
through acceptance of the message of the gospel?” Obviously, the correct answer was “through the
message of the gospel,” the faithfulness of Christ expressed in the crucifixion (3: 1).
The Source of Sonship (the Gospel: Argument from Scripture) 3: 6-9
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Paul now argues the same point (kaqwV") from a different perspective, that of Scripture
instead of experience. In the same way that the Galatians received the promise of God through the
message of the gospel, so also Abraham received the blessing of God through his reception of the
gospel preached beforehand (3:8). Those who are “ ejk pivstew"” (3: 7) that is, who are identified with
the gospel message (ejx ajkoh'" pivstew", 3: 1, 2, 5) are the sons of Abraham. This is so because God
promised that Gentiles would be blessed “in you, ” (3: 8), that is “ in Abraham’s seed, ” which is Chr ist.
Thus, those who are “ ejk pivstew"” are to be identified with those who are “in you/Christ.” Therefore
those who are “ of the faith(fullness of Christ)” (3: 9a) are blessed with Abraham the believer (3:9b).
The Role of the Law (Not Blessing but Curse) 3:10-14
Although the law had many purposes178 Paul now focuses upon its role in redemption
history. The nation of Israel, due to repeated covenant disloyalty suffered the promised curse of
Deuteronomy in 586 B.C. Although the immediate exile lasted only seventy years the “curse of the
law” r emained on the people according to Daniel until the coming of Messiah. Paul agrees that Christ
redeemed Israel from the curse of the Law with the result that “in Christ” the blessing of Abraham
might come to Gentiles. Thus, the law was not the means of blessing. It’s role was to bring Israel under
a curse, highlighting the necessity for redemption. The law, though not a curse itself, did bring Israel
under a curse because of her covenant disloyalty from which she was freed by Christ’s atoning death.
The fulfillment of the pr omise of redemption, while having implications first of all for Israel, also
spilled over in blessing to Gentiles as well. 179 The law had a role in redemption history but its role was
not to bless but to curse.
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Our understanding Paul’s point in 3:11-12 is not quite as clear. Normally, 3:12 is understood as
saying that the Law does not deal with believing but rather with doing or meriting favor with God. In
Leviticus 18 however, the promise is held out as a positive and realistic goal of enjoying life in the land.
Nehemiah also quotes the verse in 9:29 in a discourse about how the “curse of the law” has come upon
the nation. Nehemiah seems to understand the verse in its original sense in order to place the blame for
the exile on the people, implying that she could have enjoyed life in the land if she had simply obeyed.
“You warned them to return to your law, but they became arrogant and disobeyed your commands. They
sinned against your ordinances, by which a man will live if he obeys them. Stubbornly they turned their
backs on you, became stiff-necked and refused to listen,” (9:29, NIV). Understood in this way, Paul’s
argument in 3:10-14 concerning the historical-redemptive purpose of the law would be buttressed. In
reference to 3:11 Hays understands Paul’s thought to be Messianic based upon the septuagintal emphasis.
Hays, “The Faith of Jesus Christ,” 155-57.

The Priority of Promise to Law 3:15-18
Paul’s point in this section is to clarify the chronological relationship between promise and
law. In order to do this he must clarify that the promise given to Abraham was in reality a promise
concerning Messiah. Thus in 3:16 he points out that the promises given concerning Abraham refer
ultimately to his “‘seed’ that is Christ” (3:16). Thus, the pr omise that Gentiles would be blessed in
Christ came long before the law and the law cannot change the prior promise (3:17). This is why
inheritance, i.e. , Abr ahamic blessing is not based “in law, ” especially for Gentiles (3:18).
The Temporary Nature of Law in Redemption History 3:19-26
In explaining the temporary natur e of the law in redemption history Paul more fully
unpacks the compact point which he introduced in 3: 10-14. The two major points which Paul makes in
this section are introduced immediately in 3:19 when he says: (1) the law was given because of
transgressions and (2) its role in redemption anticipates and is limited to the coming of the seed.
Paul’s references to “ transgr essions” (3:19) and being “shut up” (3:23) ar e probably best
understood in light of his argument concer ning the curse of the law (3:10, 13-14). Because of Israel’s
transgressions, she was cursed and “ shut up” until the coming of Chr ist. This section in particular is
colored with historical terms which clue the reader that Paul is speaking in national and historical, not
in individual terms. He is not saying that no one was saved before the coming of Christ, but that Israel
in particular (3:23) and the world in general (3:22)180 lived in the anticipatory stage of history until
Christ came. 181 The law thus was a tutor to lead Israel until Messiah (3:24). When Messiah came the
law was like a sign post whose purpose in heilsgeschichte was fulfilled when the final destination had
been reached.
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cursed because of her disobedience and longed for redemption, so also the nations who did not have
God’s law would need redemption as well. Cf. also Donaldson’s comments below in note 183.
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Simeon is an example of one who though personally saved, longed for the rescue of his nation from
the curse, “Now there was a man in Jerusalem called Simeon, who was righteous and devout. He was
waiting for the consolation of Israel, and the Holy Spirit was upon him,” (Luke 2:25, NIV). Cf. also Luke
2:38 and the example of Anna who longed for the “redemption of Jerusalem.”

The Means and Source of Blessing 3:27-29
In this section Paul’s argument begun in 3:1 comes full circle. His point that his readers
are “ in Christ” and that all who are in Christ ar e therefore sons of Abr aham summarizes his argument.
His readers received the promise of the Spirit because of their acceptance of the gospel of Christ. Being
in Christ makes them “ heirs according to the pr omise.” Thus Abrahamic blessings are found in Chr ist,
not in law.
The Illustration of the Pedagogue 4:1-11
Paul’s illustration of the pedagogue does not seem to introduce any new ideas into his
argument, rather it forcefully illustrates the temporary natur e of the role of the law. 182 The same basic
message of 3:10-14 and 3:19-26 is repeated. Israel was held in bondage under the curse of the law but
only for a time. Just as a child anticipates his freedom from the “guardians and managers” who are
over him (4:1-2) so also Christ came to redeem Israel (4:4-5). This redemption, in turn, provided
blessings not only for Israel (4:5) but also for the nations (“you, ” 4: 6-7) as well. Paul’s fear is that his
readership may be turning back the clock of redemption history by turning from Christ to Law. If they
do this they will “turn back again to the weak and worthless elemental things,” (4: 9). Although being
“under law” is not to be equated with the paganism (4:8-9) from which the Galatians had been saved,
being under the curse of the law was a similar form of slavery. 183
The Personal Argument 4:12-20
Paul’s argument here differs from the preceding chapters in that it becomes very per sonal.
His appeal is emotional and is based upon the past relationship between the apostle and the readers.

“Both the analogy of the paidagwgov" in 3. 24-25 and the analogy of the heir in 4. 1-7 are
constructed by Paul to illustrate this point about the temporally restricted character of Torah, to serve
its function between the time that it is given at Sinai and the ‘fullness of times’ when Messiah arr ives.”
T. David Gordon, “ A Note on paidagwgoV" in Galatians 3:24-25,” New Testament Studies 35 (1989):
152.
182
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“On the one hand, Israel’s plight is part of a universal plight. All people are under the sway of the
demonic forces of the cosmos (4.3, 9), and hence under sin (3. 22). Israel’s possession of the law does
not alter this fact (4. 3); in fact, if Gentile Christians joined Israel uJpoV novmon, they would ipso facto be
returning to existence uJpoV taV stoicei`a tou` kovsmou (vv. 8 f. ). But on the other hand, Israel’s plight is
a special form of the universal plight. While Gentiles are under the ‘elemental spirits’, they are not
under law; despite the similarities, a distinction remains between minor sons and slaves. To be uJpoV
novmon is a special way of being uJpoV taV stoicei'a tou' kovsmou,” Donaldson, “ Galatians 3:13-14,” 1034.

The Illustration of the Two Women 4:21-31
This is Paul’s concluding proof from scripture. By means of his “allegory” he illustrates
and clarifies the decision which the readers must make by citing Abraham’s decision. Paul’s first point
is made in a comparison with Abraham’s two sons. Isaac was born by means of a promise as were the
Galatians who were also “sons of Abraham” (3:7) because of the promise (3:8). Ishmael, however, was
the son of a slave woman as were Paul’s opponents. Paul then expands his metaphor by comparing the
women to two covenants, the old covenant of the Law, founded on Mt. Sinai and corresponding to the
earthly Jerusalem and the new covenant founded by Messiah corresponding to the heavenly Jerusalem.
The apostle very clearly casts the story here in terms he has used thr oughout the epistle: identity with
Moses and his covenant versus identity with Messiah and his covenant. He then quotes Isaiah 54:1
which concerns the promise of r edemption for the nation of Israel from the captivity and exile. Isaiah’s
promise speaks of the desperate situation of exiled Israel in terms of a woman who has been divorced
(54:4-8). In reality his words in 54:1 are an encouragement that though she will be estranged from her
husband, someday he will remember her with a “covenant of peace” (Isaiah 54:9-10) and in that day of
renewal and redemption from divorce “the sons of the [once] desolate one [exiled Israel] will be [in the
new covenant] more numerous than the sons of the married woman [old covenant, pre-exilic Israel]. ”
In this way, Paul not only identifies his readers as true heirs of Abraham, because they are of the
promise, but also calls upon prophetic witness that the Galatians are part of the group of “more
children” of the new covenant brought in Christ. At the same time he uses the allegory to clarify that
those who are identified with Moses and not Christ are not children of promise but of slavery, thus
driving a wedge between the Galatians and Paul’s opponents. In a final reference to scripture he
appeals then to his readers to “ cast out” those who are not of the new covenant.
The Exhortation (Exhortatio) 5:1–6:10
Paul concludes this letter in normal fashion with a series of practical exhortations and
warnings. He warns once more (5:1-12) that for his readers the choices of Messiah and Moses are
mutually exclusive (5:4). Gentiles who submit to circumcision, by definition, deny the work of Christ.
Otherwise, since his readers are now recipients of the Spirit they are encouraged to walk in the power
provided.

Epistolary Postscript (Conclusio) 6:11-18
Paul uses the close of his letter to once again summarize the main argument and to add a
final emotional appeal. The opponents are those who would compel his readership to choose law (6:1213) over the Cross of Christ (6:14-15). Finally in 6:15 Paul says that neither circumcision nor
uncircumcision is anything. While one might expect him to say that only circumcision is nothing, he
speaks of both as inconsequential in regard to salvation. He does not deny the existence of Jew and
Gentile (6:15-16), but wants to focus and boast in the only legitimate badge of covenant membership,
the Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ. Paul’s final emotional appeal is seen in his reference to the physical
marks which his loyalty to Christ has brought him, the legitimate mark corresponding to the illegitimate
marks his opponents would impose.
Conclusion
We began this chapter by evaluating recent approaches to the book of Galatians. It was
determined that any understanding of the book which claims to unlock its message must deal adequately
with the antithesis between “works” and “ faith” which is central to Paul’s argument. The traditional
“Lutheran” approach paraphrased the contrast as human effort ver sus human faith, a view which has a
hoary tradition and the support of many recent interpreters. The view understood “wor ks of the law” as
legalistic attempts to merit God’s favor. Two pr oblems with this view, however were its non-historical
caricature of Judaism as it was intended and practiced and its failure to deal in a historical-grammatical
fashion with the text of Deuteronomy.
Recognizing the problems inherent in the “Lutheran” approach, James Dunn and others
proposed that Paul’s apparent disdain for “wor ks of the Law” stemmed from the exclusive nature of the
law which kept Gentiles at an arms length. He acknowledges that while the law served to protect Israel
its purpose was not to exclude Gentiles and that in reality the problems in Antioch and Galatia were a
human distortion of the Law. Thus, according to Dunn, Paul’s argument was not with the Law but with
the wrong application of the Law which excluded Gentiles. While his view rightly attempted to grapple
with the historical problems of the first century it also failed on at least two counts: (1) specifically, it
failed to deal convincingly with Paul’s discussion of the “curse of the law” and (2) more generally,
Paul’s argument is with the Law itself and not a misunderstanding of it.

A third view is espoused by a growing fellowship of New Testament exegetes who see the
antithesis not between two types of human activity but between human activity and divine activity. That
is, the essence of pivsti" as Paul defines it is the specific faithfulness of Jesus’ sacr ifice on Calvar y, so
that the choice which Paul lays before his reader s is “choose between what you can do for yourself or
what God has done for you.” This view, pr oposed with slight variations by both Howard and Hays is
convincing for the second side of the contrast (faith) but again fails in its dealing with the first side
(works). Howar d follows Dunn’s helpful but insufficient view of exclusivism and Hays simply assumes
that “works” is a reference to human activity.
The proposal of this chapter was that the essence of the “works—faith” contrast had to be
understood in the historical context of the crisis in Galatia and in the scriptural context of the Old
Testament. The historical questions grew out of a particular situation and Paul’s answer to those
questions is very specific. The crisis first of all involved the relationship of Gentiles to the law and the
question of how Gentiles were to be included with Jews in the blessings of Abraham. Although the
churches of Galatia were most likely composed of a mix of Jew and Gentile, as Paul addresses his
letter, he writes to persuade those who are considering becoming Jewish by circumcision not to do so.
His aim is focused on a single target. Likewise, Paul’s gospel of which he speaks in this letter can not
be identified with the generic “justification by faith.” Though this is a necessary component of his
gospel, what he preached (1:11) to the Galatians was the specific gospel of the Messiah for Gentiles
(1:12-16). It is his call to Gentiles and not his understanding of grace which distinguishes him from the
other apostles (2:7-9). Thus, when his readers are tempted to take on the Law, Paul is particularly
astonished that they have so quickly deserted his gospel. This is the historical context.
The scriptural context was most helpful in unlocking Paul’s meaning of the “works—faith”
antithesis. Paul states that all those who are of the “works of the law” are under a curse. The traditional
interpretation sees this as the story of ever y individual who attempts to earn his salvation. Paul’s
quotation however does not point to the theology of Romans 1–3, but rather to the national covenant of
Israel, Deuteronomy 27. It was determined that those who were of “the works of the Law” were
merely members of Jewish society who found their identity in the covenant of Moses by obeying the
covenant. The curse of the law was the one promised for the nation of Israel in Deuteronomy 27–30 of
exile and disenfranchisement from covenant blessing for serious covenant disloyalty. This curse came

upon the nation until “the consolation of Israel, the seed of Abraham” came to redeem Israel fr om it
and inaugurate eschatological blessing in a new covenant. Thus, those of “the works of the Law” are
those identified with Moses and the era of the law before Messiah.
The second side of the antithesis, “faith” is first defined by Paul in 2:16 as pivstew" jIhsou'
Cristou'. Rather than a r eference to individual human faith in Christ it was determined that the phrase
probably refers to the “faithfulness of Jesus Christ” expressed in the fulfillment of the promise of
redemption on Calvary. Because Paul defines the phrase in 2:16 and in 3:22-26 he often refers to the
same concept in an abbreviated way as simply “the faith” (3:23, et al.) Paul fr eely speaks of the time
before the coming of the faith and the time afterwards which is characterized by the faith (3: 22-26).
Paul’s references are not to the coming of individual trust but to the epochal stage in redemption history
in which God faithfully keeps his promise of redemption in Messiah. Thus, the second side of the
contrast was defined as the “ faithfulness of Jesus Chr ist” and those who were “of this faith” were those
who, in contrast to those of the works of the law, found their identity in Messiah’s work on Calvary
and the new age which he introduced.
This, the definitive point on the historical-redemptive timeline, has profound implications
for both Israel but particularly for the nations. Paul argues that God’s original commitment to Abraham
promised that Gentiles would be blessed “in him.” Thr ough the unfolding of the story of Genesis it was
clear that “in him,” meant specifically “in Abraham’s seed, which is Christ. ” Paul’s point then is that
since the seed has come, and believing Gentiles ar e “in Chr ist,” they are therefor e blessed with
Abrahamic sonship and blessing. That is, since the Galatians are “in Chr ist” they have already
qualified as heirs of Abraham. Paul then clarifies the limited role of the law in this blessing. In
redemption history the law was by no means the channel of Abrahamic blessing; rather , it br ought a
curse. It’s role was to bring Israel under a curse in order to lead her to Chr ist who would redeem Israel
from the curse of the Law. Thus, the role of the law in redemptive history was limited to the nation of
Israel, limited by time and limited to a purpose of cursing from which only the seed could redeem
them. Now that the seed has come and Gentiles find their blessing “in Him, ” it is a folly of infinite
proportions, not to mention a denial of the source of their blessing, to return to the pre-messianic era
by attempting to find Abr ahamic blessing in the law. Thus, the inclusion of Gentiles in the blessings of
Abraham is accomplished by their incorporation in Christ rather than in Law.

If this is an accurate summary of what Paul has said in his epistle, then we ar e now able to
speak to the issue of what Paul has not said. In light of the fact that Paul’s argument is addressed to a
specific, historical situation we should point out that the book of Galatians should not be understood as
Paul’s theology of law. His discussion is very focused on the relationship of Gentiles to the law and the
role of the law in redemption history. H e does not address the relationship of Jewish believers to the
law184 and it is clear that the role of the law in redemption history was not its only role. We are
reminded of the error which Barr has described as “illegitimate totality transfer.” 185 Although novmo"
can refer to sever al different aspects of God’s law for Paul, it is illegitimate to think that every time it
appears that Paul refers to every aspect or function of the law. 186 Though a major role of the law (to
bring Israel under a curse) was fulfilled at the coming of Christ, Paul simply does not speak to the role
of the law as an administrative covenant for the nation of Israel. Whether the role of the Law as
Israel’s regulatory document did or did not end is not the subject of Paul’s letter. 187 But the book of
Galatians does not provide Paul’s entire theology of law and though we may eagerly speculate about the
missing pieces from what we have seen, such speculation has no revelational basis in this letter.

184
Except in 2:16-20 where Paul says (1) the law is insufficient for salvation and he no longer looks to
it as his source of blessing and (2) the law does not stand as a barrier between Jew and Gentile who are
unified in Christ.
185

James Barr, Semantics of Biblical Language (Oxford: University Press, 1961), 217-22.
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Gordon, “A note on paidagwgoV" in Galatians 3:24-25,” 150.

187
We would argue, of course, that in God’s view the Old covenant ended when the New began, on
Calvary.

CONCLUSION
Hebrews
We began this exercise with an investigation of the book of Hebrews. It was concluded
that the author’s concern was not to pit Jesus against angels, or Moses, or Aaron as individuals but as
facets of a singular concept, the Old Covenant. H is contrast from the beginning to the end of the book
is, in r eality, between two covenants, the old repr esented by Moses and the New r epresented by Jesus.
The author clear ly states that the New Covenant has come, and was founded at Calvary (chapter 7).
This, however, is not new information since explicit revelation concerning the foundation of the New
Covenant is at least as old the Last Supper. The author of Hebr ews continues to show the mutually
exclusive nature of the two covenants which, as well, may not be seen as new information (chapter 8).
Paul and others saw the coming of Messiah as the beginning of a distinctive historical era and often
contrasted it with the era of the law. What the writer of Hebrews does offer, however , as a unique
contribution to the New Testament canon is the incompatibility of the two covenants, particularly in
regard to regulation of worship (chapters 9–10). He speaks in detail about the sacrificial system which
has been rendered obsolete and then offers several New Covenant replacements such as sacrifices of
praise and good works (chapter 13).
Part of the reason that the book of Hebrews is able to make a unique and original
contribution to New Testament theology is because it is written to a peculiarly Jewish audience and a
major par t of its subject is the relative validity of the law as an administrative covenant for Jewish
believers. The author ’s literary design is to encour age Jewish professing believer s to continue in Chr ist
and not turn back to Judaism, and one of the bases for his exhortation is simply that Judaism as defined
by the Old Covenant no longer exists as a viable option in God’s economy. It has been superceded and
abrogated by the New Covenant. Thus, regardless of any other New Testament regulation, it would be
impossible for a Jewish believer, having been enlightened by the truth of Hebrews to, in good
conscience, participate in Old Covenant cultic worship.
Acts

The book of Acts is a theological history from an earlier time period than Hebrews. The
book begins with the promise and fulfillment of the gift of the Spirit which Peter interprets as a sign of
eschatological blessing promised by the prophet Joel. He and his fellows understand that New Covenant
blessing has come. In chapter 8 the gospel begins to spread and by chapters 10 and 15 Gentiles are
introduced and welcomed into the growing Church. Though many understand the rejection of Judaism
to be a prerequisite to the Gentile mission we have concluded it was not. The Cor nelius incident
(chapters 10–11) and the Jerusalem Council (chapter 15) do teach the acceptance of Gentiles into the
Church but do not imply a corresponding rejection of Israel. Though the majority of the nation had
rejected Messiah, Luke sees God still working through believing Messianic Jews who reach out to
include Gentiles. These believing Jews see Messiah as the fulfillment of God’s promises to them and
seek to express their faithfulness to God through obedience to the scriptures as given by Moses. They
do not see faith in Jesus as the Messiah as a rejection of Judaism or the founding of a new religion but
as an affirmation that “the final expression and intent of Judaism had been born.” 1 Even Paul, whose
argues so vociferously against the Law in his epistles, is seen demonstrating his obedience to the Law
in Acts 21.
Galatians
If Paul wrote the book of Galatians immediately after his first missionary jour ney then it
would be one of the first contributions to the New Testament. Having given careful attention to the
historical situation we concluded that Paul did not write to give a comprehensive theology of Law.
Rather his aim was to answer the historical and specific question of “ should Gentiles become Jewish
(by taking on Mosaic obligation) in order to obtain Abr ahamic sonship.” Paul’s answer was basically
twofold. First, he affirmed that Gentiles are blessed in Christ with Abraham’s blessings and second, the
temporary role of the law in redemption history was not to bless but to bring Israel under a curse.
Thus, for Gentiles to turn from Christ to the Law would be to attempt the impossible of turning back
God’s eschatological time clock and to deny their only source of blessing of being in Christ. No longer
is the Mosaic covenant the badge of the “heir of Abraham. ” Now blessing is only found “ in Christ”
and specifically in identification with his crucifixion. In the book of Galatians Paul argues that the New
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Davies, “Paul and the Law: Reflections on Pitfalls in Interpretation,” 6.

Covenant has come. He sees Gentiles as not obligated to Moses and declares that identification with the
Law is completely insufficient for salvation. In short, a new age had dawned which signalled the
redemption of Israel and dir ect blessing for Gentiles in the Seed of Abraham apart from the Law.
Synthesis
The question is how to harmonize the conflicting teachings concerning law in the New
Testament. 2 One guideline which this study may offer is to avoid reading discussions which concern
freedom fr om law for Gentiles (Galatians, Acts 10, 15) as though they wer e directed toward Jews. A
second guideline is to note the progress of revelation in the New Testament. Clearly, the Twelve
understood very early and were reminded forcefully at Pentecost, that upon the death of Christ they
had begun to enjoy a New Covenant relationship with God. Later, through the revelation given to Peter
in Acts 10 and through the special calling of Paul, the Church began to understand the implications
which this held for Gentiles. Now that Christ had come, Gentiles were fellow heirs of the promises
apart from the Law. They were to be included in the body of the redeemed because both Jew and
Gentile exper ienced unity in Christ. At the same time, however, Jewish believers continued to expr ess
their obedience to God through Mosaic regulations of worship, even while recognizing their
redemption from the curse of the Law through Christ. Based upon the evidence we would conclude that
they apparently did not see a conflict between the Old and New covenants. Later, however, near the
practical close of New Testament revelation, near A. D. 64 the book of Hebrews clarified the
relationship between the two covenants teaching that they were incompatible and mutually exclusive.
No longer would worship along Mosaic lines be acceptable. Thus, the varied teachings concerning the
law in the New Testament must be understood in their historical contexts. In this way what we see in
the New Testament is not conflict but pr ogress.
In concluding his review of the voluminous literature concerning “P aul and the Law in the
last ten years” Douglas Moo has written:
Any genuine understanding of Paul’s diverse teaching on the law must seek for theological
frameworks and grids as integrating models. True, exegesis can easily be forced into a
framework that distorts it: too often exegetical integrity has been sacrificed on the altar of

2

We recognize than any conclusions which are drawn concerning New Testament theology must be
considered tentative simply because we have not exhausted all the material. The three books which we
have chosen, however are crucial to this discussion so that hopefully we may speak at least accurately if
not completely.

doctrinal uniformity. But the exegete has not done his job until he has searched in the material
for clues to such larger, integrating models. It is when such a model is found that fairly handles
the diverse material of the pauline letters that the “problem” of Paul and the law will be solved. 3
We do not claim to have provided a final solution to the “problem” of Paul and the law but it is hoped
that we have provided a larger, integrating model by which Paul and the theology of Law in the New
Testament may be understood.
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